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Lieutenant II. —‘1 couldn’t doit.”
more than Duhois himself and he
ring and paid for having the wedding mony, and no show of regret. Two id
Hubbard C. Chester, of No- joke
ner the cucumbers will keep till the next
of
mill
this
navigator.
The
is
that
from
June
not
episode
now
with
j
grass. [American Agricul- !
yd,
gusto and enjoy
Captain McC.—“lint you know some- ceremony read by a competent saint. the ollicers of the prison alone followed ank, Connecticut, first mate. Mr. Ches- tells the story
spring or summer wiien better prices are turist.
thought I, ami 1 was right.
The youthful pair remained in-Rome that to the
ment and makes it really piquant.
thing of drawing ?”
him whom credible historians ter has had twelve
grave
often obtained than in tiie fall or winter.
years1 experience of
“My name is Miss (fiillin—Margaret
Lieutenant II.—“Next to nothing.
My night, and duly announced their nuptials have thought the rightful King of Franco, Arctic life. Mr. William Morton,
Most pickle dealers
(in Thursday t Im II an nock Shakers, (irillin. Most
the faprefer to buy them in
every body calls mo Mag- education in that direction was sadly neg- by letter. Mrs. Cogswell
and who is shown by all the circumstances mous
this condition, as different. men have dillerimmediately
A Sixcu.AK ()(vikkknci
A portion
who are established at I’iltstield, became
slio went on, by way of introduc- lected.”
gie,”
in
a
ent ways .,j
indulged
jubilant epithalaminum, anil ol his imprisonment to have been at least
of railroad track in Ararat township, l*a..
shaken in an unusual manner, by thesud- tion.
preparing tiiem for the table.
DISCOVERER OE KAXli's OPEN SEA,
the
MeO.—“Hut
know
lather
hastened
to
Rome
conmust
to
a person of importance.
Captain
No relative', no
lint if you have a market for
proud
3-011
has recently occasioned tinno
pickles den elopement from the eonnnnniLy of Ira
“And iny name is Travers—Frederick something of
gratulate his daughter and her nice young friend, was told of his fate; tine king is lIk* second mute, who was with the little dillieulty b\ suddenly companyinto
drawing P”
yuii may prepare them yourself. As we Lawson, its
business man, and Travers.
sinking
Must every body calls me
leading
Lieutenant
as
man.
lint
Pore
Haskell
I
raised
Cain
iiavwhen
know,
would
stiller
no
one
to
know of his death. first Crinnell expedition twenty-one years the earth ami
II.—“Well,
already remarked, dillerent indivi- Eliza Van
disappearing from sight
Valen, one of the most respect- Fred,” replied her companion; but 1 you say, something of it—lj-os;
duals have diIf-rent, ways of doing this.
suppose I could lie heard of his son’s second coup, and [Harper’s Magazine.
An
ago, and is thoroughly conversant with altogether.
ed and influential members ot the family. knew
investigation of tin*
by the tone of my nephew’s voice draw a cork!”
The following li e been recommended for
forbade him to enter the paternal threshali the mysteries of Arctic navigation.
singular occurrence revealed tin* tact that
Soak the cucumbers live or The all'air was planned systematically that lor the moment, lie bad ceased to
was the Hoard convulsed with
old again on penalty of severe chastiseAgain
family us,
the
Morton
was
linn
Mr.
friend and underneath the line for some considerable
and carefully. Mr. Lawson visited the think of himself and his
Tin: Anti-Mason 10 Convention.
six days, drain them and put them in a jar !
infirmity. “1 laughter, and Lieutenant II. was question- i ment.
hand man of l>r. Kane, and is emi- distance was a
Some very exeellent men are holding a right
large subterranean pond
with the following pieki •: to one gallon of | grist mill of the establishment, just lie- am Mrs. Andrews’ nephew, hi your ser- ed no more as to his
In
for
the
December,
1S07,
influfor
the
drawing,
capacity
through
nently qualified
very responsible of considerable depth. It. is covered by
lie said afterward that, he expected to he ence ol his father-in-law, Mr. Cogswell, convention at Worcester to denounce se- duties of his
vinegar add three pounds oJ sugar, two or I lore leaving, and squared up accounts vice.”
He
is
about
live about six feet of black earth, which supposition.
(lie Masonic or“bet us be friends,” she said, sweetly;
three onions, a tcaeuptui of allspice, half a with the miller, pocketed the balance, serequired to give a practical illustration of Abijah obtained a position in an insur- cret societies, especially
feet ten inches high, a firm, bold, handThe pond
a heavy growth ot wood.
cured a stylish turnout, drove up to the and I know then,
cup of cloves, a pod or two red pepper;
just as well as l know his skill in drawing corks, hut the Hoard ance oflioe in this city. His wife and he der. When they assert the Anti-Chris- some face, light brown hair, auburn ports
or lake itself, according to the local paper,
nature and tendency ot' the Masonic
tian
boil all and pour over the pi< k s hot. The Society’s dwelling, took in the sister, and now, that Maggie (frill ill’s hand lay in was
not thirsty just at that time. resided in Brooklyn, and
probably
board,
with
a
got
nose,
along
splenprominem
modlisli,
contains many
pickerel among others,
very
ladies ol your own and neighboring fatniinstitution they simply insult some forty
departed, expressing his intention of re- that of the invalid.
but firm and determined
didly together. When autumn came, thousand citizens
lies will help you to oi lier receipts for pick- !
of Massachusetts, who est,
bearing. but all without eyes. The same authoritv
“I don’t want to say I am
dandled a tiny stranger on his
sorry for you,"
He
hails
Abijah
front
that
another
lie
discovJersey City.
pond, “about a mile
ling cucumbers.
says
she continued, “because I think there are
Objections to Ha ii.koads. A Miami knee, and Miss Fanny had come on from belonging to all denominations, lead as ered the
l’lm salted cucumbers arc now worth ins successor in the
open Polar sea in 1854, near the and a half distant, is now ‘growing over.’
It don’t seem county (Ohio) settler objects to a propos- Herkimer to take care ot her sister. pure and Christian lives as the gentlemanagement of the few who like to bo
considerable
A
northward
eighty-third
parallel.
twenty-five cents a gallon -usually at this institution. Ili.s reappearance is said to to mi! that I should pitied.
part ot it has become sub
Moving
men at Worcester, who are
to
care about walking;
ed railroad in
that region in these This young lady had never
over
the ice barrier in Smith’s Sound, terrancan within the last
season from seventeen fo
quite forgiv- tell a good deal about what attempting
twenty cents a I bo confidently expected. The romantic that is, it I had
evidenttwenty years,
they
of
and
words:
“The
on
is
wild
en
in
plenty
money,
Abijah
Morton and his party reached an iceless and probably before
people
gone
gallon, fhe drought last season cut short couple are about 35
giving Ophelia the prefermany years it will be
years old, the woman some body to earn for me, and lots of this ’ere railroad queschino. Horses that ence. She still retained some
ly know very little. [Boston Journal.
the crop and prices are
sea, having a temperature of about forty
hankering
like the other.
This
unusually high, | being of a prepossessing appearance, and books I”
covered,
entirely
is now wuth Si 10 wont he wutli -So a lied. after him ; and while the
lienee it is probable that they may be raised I*
young wife was
degrees above zero, eight degrees above pond is about twenty acres in extent.
are said to “have enjoyed those
Hilt the tremulant in the girl’s voice be- Waggin makers will starve to doth. conlined to her
privthis year in suilieient quantities to reduce | they
The
her
hussister
and
latest
idea
in
the
fashionable the freezing point of fresh and twelve de- For some distance from the shore it is
room,
very
of social intercourse that the indithe price to a low point,. [New England ileges
trayed her, and the next moment she was Oats wont he wuth nuthin’, and we’ll band made love to each other. Months world is the moonlight German
lull grees above that of salt water. Large tilled with a dense growth of water lilies,
viduals of the opposite sex, possessing sobbing convulsively.
as- have to quit raisin’on‘cm.
Farmer.
Coon skins after, when the game which begun in dress and all that, but no lights in the waves dashed on the beach with the swell and
Quick
steps
these, no doubt, furnish the fminda
like inclinations, are too apt to conduce cended the stairs, and moved
from wont he wuth a cent, and the hollerin’ jest had turned to bitter earnest, Miss salons and windows wide
away
open, silvery of the ocean; seals were sporting and tion on which the superstructure of earth
to relations of a more intimate character,
the threslihold very much like a person steam waggins will sheer all the game
looked
back
on
thoso
with
scenes
in
in
waterfowls
Fanny
moonlight streaming
floods, deli- innumerable
It is stated that the famous Parson ! and which
feeding in its is commenced.” Altogether the occurgo to prove to the satisfaction caught ill the ael of stealing. What oc- out ot the country. I’ll sell
j
my forty and regret. She sojourned two months with cious waltzes enchanting the air, and flirt- waters, and it was marked by the phe- rence is a very remarkable one, and will
Brown low intends to spend the summer I of
nearly every one that “man was not curred subsequently i did not know until git for Arkensaw if you don’t stop this her sister, and departed.
of
unembarrassed
tides.
ing
the
nomena
It is general- doubtless furnish much tood tor scientific
perfectly
regular
at Kobbinstowu. in this slate.
by
garmade to live alone."
I tried to conceal
some time after.
The world’s life grow shorter by six ish gas-light.
my liailiTifid.”
ly stated that the thermometer indicated on- minds for some time to come.
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Emil Schuman Chief, and John
Wilson Assistant: one cook, one .•'toward, one blacksmith and one
carpenter
and twelve seamen ; and of course Took‘too and
Ebicrbing, or Joe and Hannah,
the Esquimaux friends of
Captain Hall. 1'.
i> well to re-mark here, to tin* shame ot
America, that no competent astronomer
from this country has as yet been
engaged.
Any quantity ot theoretical o“ incompetent men have offered themselves
in that capacity, but as yet the
expedineers,
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ly thirty-six degrees, but this is a mistake.
Tim discovery of this sea made
Morton at once famuli all over the world.
Uesides. there are Sergeant Meyer, ot
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The

Awful Scenes In Paris.

Triumph.
liEKUX- 40,HANKERS

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

A correspondent of the London Times, writ“The communon the 26th of May, says:
THURSDAY, JUNE 22, 1871.
There is
ists have done their work well.
Ni» TO'
in the city, which
building
a
public
17. The following is scarcely
v,
:
i
in
the
that
has
world,
was said to be the fairest
PUBLISHED EVERY. THURSDAY MORNING
not been battered or disfigured by artillery or
l:
ii:u r-neeial from 1U rlin last night:
consumed by lire. I took a walk down the
All business was sus- line liivoli toward the Hotel de Ville, to judge
II. SIMPSON.
7 ,! uwhiv. F.•rtv-fivo thousand troops of the amount of damage done, and at the cor- WILLIAM
I
ner of the Rue Castlglionc became aware of a
.;i iw:t -.ip out itie of the city with
and
rRoruiKTon.
.kditok
at crowd ot people yelling and shaking their
!I*:U n .sfusion.
First stood gn
:rpii
ii>t>. The cortege was headed by a company of
Krr.scKiPTioN Ti-.r.Ms.
In advance. $2.00 a year;
frst di\ i'ion guards, with the infantiw, mounted gendarmes, behind whom came two within the year, $2.50; at the expiration ol'the
On the artillerymen dragging between them a soiled year, $J.00.
v,; 1 ry and artillery, :is in war.
An\ i-;ktisinif Terms.
P'or one square, (one
bundle of rags that tottered and struggled, and
was a i-.nnbineii battalion ot 700 pickinch ol length in coiumn,' $1.25 for three weeks,
fell down under the blows that were showered
and 25 cents tor each subsequent insertion. A fracrepresenting all the States of upon it by all who were
It was
within reach.
tion ol a square charged as a lull one.
i.
The under officers ot the bat- a woman, who had been
finally.
caught in the act of
t 1 i < >n carried s 1
ugh-s. banners and stand- spreading petroleum. Tier face was bleeding
Administrators. Ex perrons and Guardians
ards captured imm the French.
and her diair streaming down her back from
which her clothing had been torn. On they desiring their advertisements published in tlie
AN IMl’OSINH l’.V! > U MIV
I\ Hir 1.1 N’t:
will please so state to the Court.
Journal,
dragged her, followed by a hooting mob, till
i,I. A NT.
they reached the corner ol the Louvre, and
Sl'PSOKIPEKS desiring to have tiie address of
Wit It tin1 <•;! valry was a combined squad- there they propped her up against a wall, alchanged, must state the Post Othee to which
ready half dead from the treatment she had re- papers
ron. ni]ii]»rtst'il of men drawn from every
ceived.
The crowd ranged itself in a circle, the paper has been sent as well as to which it is
ilrv regiment of the service, forming
to
go.
and 1 have never seen a picture more perfect
t• i!:i:int picture of diversified colors.
and complete in its details than was presented
S. M. Pi;rl'EN»;ill & Co., i> State St., Poston
N« \t
On the by that scene. The gasping, shrinking figure and
niir the second division.
Park Kow, X* w York, are our authorized
iii the centre, surrounded by a crowd who Agents lor procuring subscriptions and lorwarding
!■ it wt ;-f the King's grenadiers, in which
he kept from' tearing her in
advertisements.
lie- Kroger-w iir-t served. Then came six could scarcely
It. X"ii.k.s, X'o. 1 Scollaj’s Building, Court
who waved their arms, crying. ‘.1 }'e>v.< !
levies of artillery, representing tin* ar- pieces,
a I'cauf' on one side
a barricade, still strewn I St., P.oston, is authorized to receive advertisements
id! w of the whole arnn : then came the with broken guns anu lints—a dead national lor this paper.
1
t. Evans, !■
Washington Street, is an
t\
lying in the fosse—behind a group of authorized agent
airy gnard ami artillery guard, follow- guard
tor thi- paper.
gendarmes, and then a perspective of
e 1
(! e<>. P. Itnwivi.i, & Co., 10 Park Kow, New
by the representatives of the various mounted
ruined streets and blackened houses, culminat- York, will reei ive advertisements tor this paper, at
"it\ i*-e: in the field.
ing in the extreme distance in the still burning j the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
the m rr.m \
amii.t.
Hotel de Yille. Presently two revolvers wen* attention.
Hi'i: vi i; I)opi>, 1J1 Washington St., Poston,
<
the right think was the stall* of the discharged, and the bundle of rags fell forward
in a pool of blood. The popular thirst for ven- is an authorized Agent lor the Journal.
Kinperor. and tlie Kmperor himself on a geance
diswas satisfied, and so the crowd
b irk
bay home. He wa> lollowed by the persed in search of further excitement elseSubscribers are requested to take notice of thedate
iMi)oesr-. the Crown l'rinco, and eight where. 1 continued my walk along the Rue on the colored slips
attached to the paper. It is the
» .tni
tges containing the Princes and ladies Rivoli. Not a house was intact. Fragments only iorm ot receipt now used. For instance, 15
of shutters lay crumpled bv the heat across tin*
May 71. means that the subscription is paid to that
the houseliold of the Kmperor.
doorways, through which nothing hut wrecks date. When a new payment is made, the date will
I.INolNo
be immediately changed to correspond, and thus a
01.tam I OK TIIK KM 1’EIiOli.
was to be seen : not a root or a window Pash—
in lull is sent with every paper. Subscribers
black,
crumbling ruin everywhere. The road receipt
As they rode by a royal salute was givon
are requested to forward the sumSjduc.
was littered with broken
unexploded ; in arrears
oil three ringing cheers.
The Emperor shells and hits of shattered glass,
In
In
sending money, slate TIIE POST OFFICE
gun-carriages.
re
d * -11 a pi d ly along the front of several one place there was a cab, or what had been to which the paper is sent..?#
livi-ions ol inlantry. they representing one, its four wheels blown away, and its hack ;
armtop riddled with bullets; at intervals along
by brigade^. Kach division then in- and
the wall white sheets or blankets, dabbled in
Democratic State Convention
:ai tiv mar-'hed to take, a position for the
blood, from under which came legs and feet
m ram -■ at the
gate ol the Halle.
and hands, showing wfiere there had been sumThe Ilemoerats of the several Cities, Towns, and
Plantations of the State ol Maine, are requested to
Mil
.KAMI CIVIC lii:< I l’TIOX.
mary executions. The place de I’llotel do Yille
was lull of the unwary, who had strayed tinthmeet in Convention to be Iiolden at.
\! a reception by tlu* civil* dignitaries
| or from curiosity, and had been pressed into
GRANITE HALL, AUGUSTA,
I’.-riin, under the gigantic statue of i the service as volunteer firemen. They toiled
On Tl'h'SD.i ), June 27th, 1>71, at 11 o'clock A. M.
dci irk if (bvat, the army began to at what appeared to me a work like that of the
comTo nominnte a Candidate tor Governor;
ilr city. On ]>assing through the l>anaides, for the Hotel de Yillo isjalready
! pletely gutted, and the fine facade seems totterf
i !mper<»r halted and received an
ing to its fall. Shells came swooping over us. To elect a St:* a* Committee tor the political year comMr.
ol
-ngratillation trom the young bursting harmlessly among the delrris, and we mencing dan 1st, lt>7J; and to transact any otlier
I
be deemed expedient,
"f 1 u*riin. and kissed tilt' speaker, could hear the rattling of musketry two or business that may
Kve*y City, Town, and organized Plantation will
li liiklcin l»la>ar.
At tin* head of the three streets farther on. I advanced with cir- be entitled io one Delegate, and an additional Delewithin a
gate lor every ?7> votes east lor the Democratic candi/.'
lie received an address cumspection toward the barricade,
few yards of which a party of women and date lur Governor at tin* State election of lsru, and
tia>iii the Ibn-gomastcr of the citv.
the
soldiers :i traction ot
votes will be entitled to an additional
children were sitting watching
load and tire, as though there were no such Delegate.
i i;n mi*!i u M \i:« i! -\Ni» i;i:vir.\v.
will
be entitled to a seat in the ConNo
delegate
The barricadea thing as a ricochet bullet.
vention whose residence is not established in the
1 by magistrates the pro-i
A«• 111j»:i 11
fighting has been by no means so awful City, Town, or Plantation, which lie claims to rep>—i'ii pus-ed :il»»nrr tho Kilter den
a
thing as we have been led to expect, resent.
i a. .;
I» r tin- s\ mhols of victory and be- for windows have not been used to any
The State Committee will be in session at the
j
extent to fire from, and a high wall of Mansion House, Augusta, on the evening previous
raptured cannons past the Palace, 1 great
is ample protection for a dozen men. to tin* day ol the Convention, and at Hie Reception
sand-bagl
v r-it\ and Opera I louse, to where the
Room at Granite Hull, from '.'to 11 o'clock on the
On my return homeward I met main parties
.lav ol the Convention, to receive the credentials ol
"! 1 >iiich''r stand*', when* the mem'aln
of prisoners being conducted to prison—a great
j
d. h gates, and to hear and determine all cases that
bers cl the Imperial l>ict were also as- many of them well-dressed men. with -ilvcr
i may come before them, subject, to the ratitication of
11.1 1« d
11.-re the Kmperor wheeled his headed walking-sticks and patent leather boot-. the" > ’(invention.
There
was one group detiling down the Rue de
,1AMMS II. I’UTLKR, Penobscot, Chairman.
:
:ii "iin«i. and with the
lb>yal Princes, la Paix that was of peculiar interest, calling
I l.N IIA
FA RRING l‘( >N Lincoln, Secretary.
< c ia
il- ami members of his stall' on down even a
A I.o X /() (iAR.’K LON, vndroscoggin.
and
hisses
amount
ofcur.-es
greater
JAM KS C. MADIGAN, Aroostook.
id.-T -id.-, ihe troop- marched past in ro- than usually accompanies their progress. It !
CHARLKS K. MORRI LI., Cumberland,
\ iow
consisted of some twenty or thirty girl-, well i
V. .1. lU TLKli, Franklin.
dressed ami pretty, shop women of a sewinga Ni» nit
\
r. <»i
william ill.
;
.MONROK YOUNG. Hancock.
machine establishment, who w< re accused of I
CHARI.KS A. WillTK, Kennebec.
I ; -in the !• rraei-s of the Imperial castle having
K. 1\. O’lIKlKN, Knox.
inveighled a company of soldier- within
aim- smiled and showered greetings on : their doors, and, after dallying with them lit
S AM I K 1. R. CAR l KR, Oxford,
ANDRKW WIGGIN, PiseatuquL.
ti"' C'.iajmToi
The troops formed three •Judiths. of having poisoned .them all in 1I10 i
A. .1, FI l.LKIi, Sagadahoc,
wine. The young ladies tripped along sur'dr- 'a a
\VM. D. 11 AYDKN, Somerset,
plan in Kuft Harden. around rounded by u cordon of
guard-, smiling on tin
WM. II. SIMPSON. Waldo.
ti* statue ot Wiliam 111
In front of the j crowd that was
marching
them,
and
execrating
SAMI KL D. l.KAYITT, Washington.
h: uir a.mi stood the musieians and ! g.iyly to the Place Yendome, where they prob11. K. IHIADUIRY. York,
shot. The women of Paris have apDemocratic State Committee.
iminp'-i i- in tliree ranks.
Fronting the i aoiy were
j May 'c ls71.
scone,
but
their
late
the
peared
appearupon
s.-liio-s '..a rc the standard bearers with1
ance was inevitable.
have been killed on
Many
•
from tie' Halle and
aptiuv.i ; .phi.
barricades, some in open street combats, but
Taxation.
M iiMimi
the special work has been the organization of
*
A*-- t. '1!'. v
I "1 \ i. n.KAN
IVIL 1)1(1Public attention 1ms been of late directAN 1
the system of tires, which has, unfortunately,
answered but too well. Three hundred women, ed to the methods of
NlTAlilL-.
raising that portion
dressed in National Guard uniform, have been
lb-hind all were the lull medalled veter- taken down the Seine in boat-, and it is -aid of income which individuals contribute
an
invalids, old warriors, yeoman of the that many of the sham sailors who defended the towards the
In
expenses of government.
were women in disguise. j
pniaet md royal gendarmes. T!ie seats Rue Royal so bravely
Near the Rare Mom'eau a
episode quiry and inve ligation are showing errors
on; in ; on the Srlilo.-s were
packed with occurred. A husband andmelancholy
wife were seized
“{•‘e-ers and guards of the garrison, and
in the manner of levying
and ordered to march forward towards llie and bad policy
around the statue gradually collected a Place Yendome, a distance of a mile and a half. taxation, and
better methods
suggesting
dense group of Ministers. Councillors ol j They were both of them invalids, and unable to
of attaining the ends desired. The subwoman
sat
on
the
The
down
1
so
far.
walk
State, municipal oJlicers and clergymen.
curbstone and declined to move a stop, in spite ject has been a -ore one, from the time of
I 111. I i:"l'!ill
L. A:!» AT Tilt; in-IT "F TUI.
of her husband's entreaties that she would try.
of the Jewish officials
-TA rrr.
She persisted in her refusal, and they both knelt the stoning t» death
the gendarmes who ac- “who were over tin* tribute” down to the
The Kmperor. sum- and Princes entered down together, begging
them
to
shoot
them
at
if
-hot
once,
companied
the -.|iiare and t-"
portions under an they were to he. Twenty revolvers were tired, present day of the tobacco and whiskey
awning between the fountain-. The troops but* still they breathed, and it was only at the tax. The problem to be solved lias been
pi *-enled arm and the bearers of trophies ] second discharge that they finally sank down to reach the
happy medium which shall
laid them at the foot of the statue, amid a dead. The gendarmes then rode away, leaving
as they had fallen.
the largest amount of revenue with
loud and prolonged roll ot drums, while the bodies
yield
j
AW FPL P.ARUAlilTY
the cathedral choir burst into a hymn of
the least actual hardship to the tax payer
j
and
the
prai-e.
chaplain general, standing
The other acts of barbarity arc thus narrate*! —-and we might ad l, which shall permit
on the
tcp- ol tin* monument, olfered a by the same correspondent:—
the least amount to stick to the lingers of
short prayer
A party of i»»X) prisoners has just gone p.a-t
Adam Smith laid down certhe ofiieinls.
r.isM via k t \\ i.u.s tin; st.vti i:.
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iny windows,
by company oflms-ai^.
Aimin''their number was a woman with (lowin'' black hair, who showed -ymptoms of contumacy, and was several times pushed back into the*ranks with the Hat of the sword. She
made several attempts to escape, and at last,
having wearied the patience of her captor-, a
escorted

Priii'

Mismarck then approached the
Kmperor and a-ked leave to unveil the
The Kmperor bowed, and llisstatin
marck moved his hand, when the canvass
lei bom the statue, while the drums rolled. In;mjiet■* I>]owed. and the standards
of tin* guards were lowered toward the
statue.
'Idle troops presented arms and
cheered loudly, a salute was fired of 101
guns and the church bells broke into an
instantaneous ringing, while out. of the
turmoil the national air evolved itself.
in;

i.'iman

»i: at t hi.

statlu;.

Kmpm-or himself, helmet in hand,
lin n approached the statue of his lather,
and walked slowly around it. The bands
-i-nek up the
AYu ,hinbt, AUc GOtt”
and the troop joined in the singingof the
ddie
hymn-,
Kmperor, standing at the
n
a >f the ,-i;it tm. tlieu delivered a
speech,
flic

(l' -.ng with these words: “This monument. which wu> projected at the time of
the profoiinde-t pence, now becomes a
til* mori il
ot one ol the most brilliant
though Moodiest of modern wars. May
tiie peace so dearly earned be a
lasting
one.1'
Death

of C.

L.

Vaila.ndigham.

'incinmiti. June I
(dement L. Vallandigh tin. «•! ihe counsel lbr the defence
'>1 Tliiiinn- M •< it lum, now on trial at Lebanon. <>., lor the murder of Myers at
Hamilton. «>.. accidentally shot himself
in the room with (rOVto-night He
< 11*«r
.M IJurni v, and while
showing how
•Myers might have shot himself,
discharged and the hall entered the right
idi of the abdomen below the ribs. The
direction of the ball i> not known. The
last intelligence is that it did not penetrate
the intestines, and the wound,
though
dangerous, i- not considered mortal.
Hater dispatches from Lebanon say that
\ allandigham was
vomiting, which was
regarded as an unfavorable symptom, and
°ne o| his physicians said there were indications <>1 internal
hemorrhage. The
doctors ceased their fruitless search for
the ball about an hour after the accident.
They then closed the wound and placed
the patient on his right side.
He was calm and collected,
it appears
that no one was with Vullandigham when
th<* accident occurred hut e\-Lioutenant
Governor Melhmmv, who has been associated with him in Hie defence of McHehan. McBurncy had expressed some
doubts as to the theory that Myers had
hot himself.
Vallandigham took the
pistol from the tabic, saying that he would
show him in half a second. Two pistols
were on the table, one
unloaded, and he
by mistake took up the loaded one and
put it in his pocket and withdrew it, keeping the muzzle next his bod}'. Just as it
was
leaving his pocket it was discharged,
it is reported, at nearly the same
part of
Ihe body where Myers was shot. lie at
once ejaculated, ‘‘Oh, murder!” and said
he had taken the
wrong pistol. While
1 he examination was
going on lie watched
with
the. surgeons
eager eyes, and even
assisted them in
searching for the ball.
'1 he ball appears to have taken a downward course in the direction of the bladder.
A later despatch says that the
<

the"’pistol

j

|
!

a

soldier raised his revolver and shot her through
the heart. She fell, a heap of dark clothes ; the
curtcyc passed on, leaving her lying as she had
fallen, and there she lies still. Citizen Valles
was taken opposite the Hotel dc Ville, and, like
Uilliorav, made a struggle for life. He wadragged up the Avenue Victoria with some
other members of the commune, and, in consequence of his insubordination, receive*! a sabre
iit across the face.
Arrived under the Tom
St. .Jacques, a volley was tired on him which
stretched him on the ground. Still he continued to writhe, and the persons who had been
taken with him, and who expected momentarily to share his fate, implored the captain of the
guard to put him out of his misery; a bayonet
11 is rethrust was given, and it was all over.
mains were conveyed to St. Germain FAuxer-

rois.

tain absolute rules in respect to taxation,
which arc as follow?—
“1. The subjects ot every state onirlit to contribute toward the support ot the government,
as nearly a< pos>il>I<», in proportion to their respective abilities; that is, in proportion to the

which they respectively enjoy under
the protection of the state.
The tax which each individual is bound to
i\
pay ought to be certain, and not arbitrary; the
time <•! payment, the manner of payment, and
the quantity to be paid, ought all to be clear
and plain to the contributor and to every other
revenue

person.
Kvery tax ought to be levied at the time,
and in the manner, in which it i> most likely to
bo convenient for the contributor to pay it.
-1.
Kvery tax ought to be so contrived as both
to take out and keep out of tin* pockets of the
people a> little as possible over and above what
it brings into the public treasury of the state.*’
Attention is being; drawn to the report

of the Commissioners of the State of New
York, appointed under authority of the

the South and its Nuisances.

for the purpose of revising
the tax laws of the Stale. The Commis-

Having arrived back from his little; tour
to Texas, the philosopher of the Tribune
made a public speech in New York, in
which
related something of his experiences.
A considerable portion of his re-

sioners are David A. Wells, who won a-

Greeley

on

marks was devoted to the Ku-Klux and

Legislature,

national reputation as United States
Special Commissioner ot Revenue, Kdwin

Dodge and (Jeorgc W. t'uyler.
gentlemen have massed together

a

great

the carpet-baggers. Of these two classes
Horace appears to think that the sneaks the liseal systems of all the States are very
from the North are a good deal the mean- much alike, their work is of
general imer.
We append his remarks upon these
Nor have the Commissioners

portance.

matters:

confined their

Follow-citizens, the Ku-KInx are no myth,
although they shroud themselves in darknessthey are no fleeting ghost; they are a painful
reality. They have paralyzed the right of suffrage in many counties through the South, and
have done many things which they should not
have done. Hut they are not the only enemy
of Republican liberty in the. South; there is
another influence equally injurious as theirs,
and a great deal more detrimental to the tame
and character of the Republican party. 'I allude
to what are known as the thieving carpet-baggers—(laughter and applause.) * *■ * * The
thieving carpet-baggers are a mean pack. They

they

investigations

have made

a

to New York ;

free use of facts from

all the States, for the purpose of getting
at the general laws which should he re-

garded

in

levying

taxation.

The New York laws

stringent,

are

re-

HATS.
#

much

better way would be to abandon all attempt to tax personal property, and to

Keen little children were anxious to see

raise all revenue from

often that the name had become familiar.
The day was all that could be wislie 1 for.

tions,

tax

a

tax on

a

real estate, and

corpora-

license
it may bo deem-

on

a

they had

(lie man

heard

spoken

of so

The sun shone brightly, and a cool breeze
made marching a pleasure, instead of a
of tobacco, liquors, &c. All the revenue task. A delegation ot soldiers loft here
needed might easily be raised from these on Friday night, and went on to Newport,
sources, anil personal property left to go for the purpose of meeting the New York
free, with saving of all the annoyance, regiment, extending a welcome to them,
expense, perjury and injustice which at- and accompanying them back to Boston.
tends any attempt to assess it.
Arriving here about eight o’clock in the

tax upon such business as
ed good policy to discourage— as the sale

This

system is nearly approached in the
Philadelphia, where a revenue of
over eight millions of dollars per annum
is collected with apparently less injustice
and offense than in any city in the Union.
In Philadelphia the only personal property taxed is furniture, pleasure carriages
and horses; and, we believe, there is an
exemption of $1000 worth of furniture to
each individual. The Philadelphia assessment of this kind of personal property for
of

city

morning, they

were met at

depot

the

on

escort, which took
them in charge, and marched to the St.
James, hotel, where breakfast was served.
Kneeland street by

an

After breakfast was over, Col. Johnson
and staff waited upon Col. Fisk, and

public
some of them with their
the negro, and their hands in his

stealing, plundering,
arms

around

pockets—(laughter)—and

the

public

looks

at

them and does not look at the honest men. and
calls them carpet-baggers. They are pious men,
too, these thieving carpet-baggers, and are
greatly concerned about the salvation of the
black man’s soul. ‘*Let us pray,” they say—
(great laughter at Mr. Greeley’s imitation of
these saints)—but they spell pray with an <*.
(Renewed laughter.) They obeyed' the apostolic
injunction to prey with.
Fellow citizens, the time has been and still
is when it was perilous to he known as a Republican or an Abolitionist in the South; but it
never called a blush of shame to a man's cheek
until these thieving carpet-baggers went there.
into the Legislature. They issued
They got
bonds
for improvements. The improvements
were not made and the bonds went into their
own pockets.
(Laughter.) Hut vou will say,
gentlemen, that we have sudi at the North;
we have, and I know many of them—
yes,
symptoms (laughter)—but it is this, that the South was
are growing more unfavorable,
llispulse without money, almost without friends, these
is above 100. The surgeons do
notap- lellows came there to rob when there was nothpear to be hopeful, although they are re- ing to steal, or very little, taking the last shinticent. Still later advices state that his plaster oil* a dead man’s eyes. They were rechands are growing cold. ! fe vomits often, ognized not only as thieves hut as enemies. Here
the
but throws up no blood. The physicians so men who steal are at least our countrymen;
at Albany, Trenton, or Harrisburg. Those
say he is dying.
His pulse is rising.
who steal do not carry the
money out of the
State
as these fellows do.
A later despatch says that Mr. ValThe South was not
merely beaten, but it was very much astonishlandigham gradually sank, and died on ed; they have not got over the amazement of
their defeat yet. YVliat
they see of 11s they see
Saturday morning.
in these robbers, and view
the North with
jaundiced eyes, representing to them disgrace;
Kkouokd Fakes.
We learn officially ami the greatest obstacle to the
ascendency of
that the Democratic State Commitee have Republican principles are these
fellows, and as
made arrangements with all the lines of such I denounce them. Well, friends, you jusrailroads and steamers in our State to tran- tify the Ku-Klux—justify them in what? If
they should just take a hundred or two of these
sport delegates to Augusta and return for thieves and place them gently across rails, and
the Democratic State Convention, for one bear them peaceably across the Ohio, I should
not justify the act, but the tears 1 should shed
fare.
would live in a very small onion—(laughter)—
The return tickets will bo secured at the
that
would water all my sorrows; hut they do
time of purchase of original ticket and will
not do that. They skulk round negro cabins,
remain good for several days. Delegates and
drag out the poor, inoffensive black men,
will provide themselves with their creden- and lash them fordoing nothing but standing
tials to exhibit to ticket masters in order to out for their rights. I do execrate them. They
are a disgrace to the Southern chivalry and
secure the
privileges of the half fare ar- they ought
to lie drummed out of the South, if
rangements. [Argus.
there he any true chivalry there.

where, in
lists are

law from every citizen, and
parts of the Stales, these
as

a

check upon

eva-

sion.

After a long and elaborate

investigation,

the Commissioners reach the conclusion
that there is no use in

covered with blue mold, and there arc
him. counting hN
four ot
brothers and sisters.
When they arrive at
years of discretion, a gnawing feeling conics
A mysterious and total horse discs-v pink
jover them t<> -tart busine*.- on their own hook,
and their stock in trade eon-Nm of a good ap- in New York, to the dismay of the hor- rdland an excellent set of teeth. They fol- road stables.
petite
j
the calling of poachers, ami will steal j
low
!
Tin* Gardiner Importer chronicles the apworse than an Indian oranoilier-bolder.
They I pearance of a new squash bug “three fourth' of
don't possess much book learning, but i.«r an in -h long, with a triangular dark pot on the
comin in sense they boat the mo-l of us.
If those fellows are putting on armor,
hack.”
They are hmiLcd in various wavs, with traps, gardeners might as well give it up.
guns, dogs, cats, emetics and cathartic-. p.»i-on
The Augusta Standard says there J0OO Posand friction matches; hut the majority of them
ton drummers who regiil irly visit Maine.
die of old age. There are a class of men who
The cadets of the Highland Military A. i.lemy
tollow the business of catching rat-, and a brisk,
of Worcester, tin in number, m ide a trip t<> l»anPretty j
lively biisine-s it is. Tin* father of the
last week, on th<* C unbridge, where they
1 it11»' rat catcher's daughter" was one of these j gov
were the recipients of attentions.
chaps. A man that ran dodge a streak of j
A Kansas City editor, speaking of kis-eslightning or a bullet will do well to turn his at- |sa\.-: "We have
the menmn of one we retention to this braiu-h of trade. Rat'are caught ceive. l in our youth, whi-di lasted tis twenfv
shell

nut
1

!
about
generally

lot ol villainous

woods south of the city are in the habit ol making early morning \ nit-to the shade trees of
< huivh street, and breakfasting on young bird
from the iie-t-. o.n Tue-la> morning om ol
the boldest of the row I encounter, d icharge
of shot, and now -leeps with hi* fatherThe
sparrow.- and robins think of

for their hides and tails, a.id it i- said that the
l»cs! kill gloves are made .,f ml's pelts, and the I

idea looks rat-ional. 1 filmy \vt re not made to
he worked up into kid glove-, it would puzzle
an old conundrum maker login's- what they
The tail of the rat is a No of
were made for.
much importance, both to him-elf and the iv-l
When he unfortunately tind- a
of mankind.
hole that he can't enlarge with one end, say Hie

who ha* ihan't of tin- 'tin t
shore of the hay from the junction <*l
t'hwreh mill lliyli streets, i* puttinir upon ii

(apt. Mahony,

heaeli gravel. Wo want fititin* dillerenee between that and the
yellow' -mutf arrangement on M tin street. wlnm
tin* two 11a\i* had a low month*' \vi u.
i-OMtllliiT of clean

supervision

sessors was

of the work of the

as-

tiie immediate increase of the

assessment roll from

$109,850,000

the

as

value of real estate, and $.'1,787,780 as the
value of assessable personal property in
1807 to $115,508,321 as the value ot real
estate, and $7,951,10!) as the assessable
in 1808, and of a reduction of the rate of taxation from $l

personal property

1807 to .$1.10 per $100 in 1808.
Since tin* assessment lias been increased,

per$loi)in

ami taxation
has been

given

to

groat
improvement,
a

stimulus
an

t the

property, while the rapid
Philadelphia, in comparison

of

with other cities, shows that the exemption from taxation of the greater part of

personal proper!v

does not

produce inju-

rious effects.
There are

a

great many interesting facts
by the New York Com-

missioners, which

well

worthy
careful consideration.
The subject
taxation is one that needs thorough
vestigation and serious thought.
Death
It was
time

a

a

are

of Mr.

strange,

when Mr.

of
of

mysterious fate, at
Vallandigham’s name

prominent

before the country, as
the author of an amended political platform, that brought upon him the calamity
s0

was

unaccountable absent-mindness of his

in

4‘J years of age,
and maturity of his

was

powers, and with his unquestioned abilities, strong will, and power as a leading
politician, had a promising future before
him.

That lie

was

an

his

abundantly

honest

proven by
tenacious adherence to his

man

is

outspoken and
opinion, at all

A timid man would have cowered

times.

before the threats made—a venial person
would have yielded to the bribery so

abundantly offered.

As the

down Beacon

marched

side of the hole so that a rat could i-tst squeeze
He
through between them into the room.
alscattered some food on the tlo.»r an 1 He :i
tered himself. At nmh! tha rats roimneiir.-d

Hill, on their way to the common, the
The setting sun
was grand.

shed

mellow light

a

glistening

the

tlags.
plumes,

over

arms,

the
the

waving
nodding coming

an

immense audience had

hours before, and waited
the strains of the band that
the coming of the pageant.

gathered
patiently for
was to signal

The country

can

illy

this is

which numbers

hundred and sixteen of the best musicians which the city of New York alThe announcement of the concert
was made a few days ago, and Huston

lords.

Common never accommodated a larger
crowd, than gathered to hear the concert.

Thousands ot people were in one surging
Several
mass around the music stand.
were crushed so that they fainted, and
hundreds went away unable to get within
heaving distance. The concert was grand,

ment has been made.

the

office should bo

Dates.

Our subscribers

11

they do not,
immediately notified.

the

soon

resumed its every

night

ap-

pearance.
It was thought

—The Boston Traveller snvs that one wholeliquor dealer in Portland lots sixty-two
shops for the sale of ruin, to different parlies,
and puts the rents low on condition that the
keepers buy their poison ot him.
The Traveller should he more explicit.
sale

We tremble to think of the

city

liability of

by many that regimental services would be held in open air on
Sunday, if some suitable place could be
had large enough for the purpose.

city

authorities

common.

had

refused

Hut the weather

anyone to be out.

There

them

was

was :i

The
the

unlit Ibr
cold east

clumkemunk and Wolokenbacouk lakes.
The names of the other places they can’t

remember.

—The Camden Herald gives a melancase of a young man of that town,
named
Sutherland, who might have
been prosperous and respected, but is
now in .jail in Boston, charged with a State
Prison offence, lie commenced his guilty career by cheating the printer.

choly

Directors of the Fort Point Hotel Company,
to give those invited an opportunity to vie*w
tlu* improvements at the Point, and especially
the line new hotel, now approaching completion. The excursion was a very enjoyable and
successful one. as arc all trips on the Richmond.
Au examination of the hotel was had, and a
lunch partaken of, the party arriving hack at
Bangor at S.tlO. The Hotel has been leased by
the Directors to Hugh Ross. Ksq. ami (.’apt.
B. Sanford.
the

\nd

lost.
can we console tho friends o( those
have sailed away, and returned no more,

i

over

whose

and sorrowing
the terrible

on

in

hope

are

alert

mystery.

and sets in

that may bear
The daily sun rises

for all

despair.

The poor bruised
out in sleep, and cheat

tendrils of love reach
laney into vision- of rescue and return and n j
union—visions that alas! the waking do-troV'.
and the old, dull heart-ache comes back.
Shall we never know the fate that the relentless and mysterious veil of the unknow n
conceals? On what scenes lias the Hying,
storm cloud, the sun in his course, or the pitying stars looked down? Shall no survivor
come hack to tell how in the tierce battle with
the elements the bravery of true heart< stood
forth, and lo >kod unilinehmgly in the face of
death? Will not the relentless ocean keep the
treasures of the earthly dross with which they
sailed, adding to the uncounted wealth it has
swallowed, and give hack the priceless live.'?

infatuated

liennebeckors

are

jaws
rushing
mosquitoes
hand.
on
and black flies, in a mad search for trout.
opinion that Jordan of the Standard and
Badger of the
this tax should be assessed by the State
Farmer are among the latest victims.
Controller or other State oflicer, be paid
—Tho New York Tribune lias a recent
directly to the State, and in consideration
of this tax the corporations should be free article on the Democratic party, calling
it “the party of blunders.” There was
from all other taxation.
Second—Tax real estate and buildings not much blundering in New Hampshire,
we noticed.
on a uniform valuation (the Commissioners recommend fifty
—If we accept the reports of the party jourper cent, on account
of their third recommendation), said as- nals in New Hampshire, their defeat was partly
due to injudicious nominations.
| Portland
sessment to be under the supervision of a Press.
Let the Press lay that paragraph away
State Board as far removed from political
and local influences as possible.
till November, 1872, amend it by substiThird—In lieu of the taxation of per- tuting United States, and it will do to
sonal property, to tax every occupier ot a print again.
and

floating debt,

less cash

The Commissioners are of the

of the

—We can’t

gentleman

give

the

who wants

name
to

of the old

settle $20,000

young wile and then die, its requested by a correspondent. It wouldn’t be
right, and our conscience would upbraid
on

us

a

if we should bo the means of

upon him ten or fifteen
maidens in the prime of life.

tating

precipithousand

—It is gratifying to witness the harmony
which exists among republicans. [Kennebec
Journal.
Very. Wo have admired it ever since

Sumner’s speech in the Senate, calling
Grant the chief of the Ku Klux.
The dwelling house and barn lielonging to
William F. Brown in West Camden were totally destroyed by lire Friday afternoon, boss
$2000; insured for $1200 in the Etna.

Factory.
It

seems

has

suspected

Vcrrill ot

improper intimacy with his wife, ami returning
unexpectedly last night, went to his
house, and finding Vcrrill then* with his wife,
home

broke the door in and shot Vcrrill as he was
retreating through the back door. After which
aseutllc took place, and Vcrrill managed to get
away, liarstow then commenced beating his
wife, when he was arrested by the Police and
taken to the lookup.
Vcrrill was afterwards found lyy the Police in
a billiard saloon, and taken to the Thorndike
House, where his wound was examined and
the ball extracted by Dr. T. K. E stub rook. It
is a tle.sh wound, and not considered dangerous.
The affair creates quite an excitement in our
Nomkn.
moral community.
The crops on the Pacific Coast this
will be of remarkable excellence.
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Murray’s t'iivus will exhibit here on Saturday Julv 1st. It is almost j
;
sii|toi'llnous lor us to >:iy anything in regard lo
that the <«real Si.»m* .v

merits of lliis company, a- we feel assured
hero in the past have established their fame and excellence among otir.eimis
going peo[»le, who have novel been disappointed in the superior eharaeter of their entertainments.
Wherever they have been this season
we notice in our exchanges the highest praise
awarded to their performauees, thus establishing the fact that tin1 lavorite eireus is as good as
ever.
The management announee it to be better than ever before, and we have that faith in
tin*

that their visits

terrilie walk on a wire t op.* from the ground
top of the center pole and return, bv a
lady. In view ol lie' fact that certain parties
are circulating false reports in regard to changing the dales of exhibitions, we are particularly
requested to state that the Stone A: Murray
circus will positively appear as advertised. Itemember they will exhibit here ou Saturday
to the

July

1

Tin' pupils oftho K.x-klan.l High School," with
friciuls, to the number of 17.‘> in all, made :i
picnic excursion to this city on Tuesday, in the
steamer

Pioneer,
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charge of Prof. A. A. Woodbridge, made
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very

tine appearance, and in their strolls about town
our people as being well trained and
well behaved young ladies and gentlemen. Mr.
Hay ford opened his hall to them, where music
and dancing was had, and they left for home in
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mysterious fate we ponder in
vain? In their breasts hope has never died,
ami cannot die. The heart clings lo it. however
frail.
Tiny que'tion the wandering hurst, 1',-q., wiio thought Mr. Whit m m. d.umlwinds, the clouds, the waves that idly lap the aut
u<
ly al»le to take care of himself an I hm
shore, if they know aught of tlu ir mysterious and that he wouldn’t fool nwav anythin”
M.
fate. They look in the eyes of friends who apT. humorously related that mi a nr. lit o. e i-i.-n
proach, searching for some gleam ol hope. lie thought he had got a pretty good trade ill |
The heart heats quick at the sight of those who
b.il
buying a yoke of cattle of Mr. Whitnm;
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a severe

attempting to tax
personal property directly; that no method
can he adopted
by which a fair and full
—The very suggestion that Jell' Davis ami Shooting Affair in Rockland. A Woman
assessment can lie had, and that the at—Tho Ilcrald says that D. Knowlton &
in the Case.
Hit* Ku Klux were likely to control the govtempt only results in vexation, injustice Co. are building sixty freight cars for the ernment should the democracy
succeed in elect[By Telegraph to the Journal.]
wih
a President, Rives unity and swells our
and demoralization.
The system they European railroad, and have made
their statements to believe the same. Th<
eigh- ing
ranks, | Kennebec Journal.
ltOl’Kl, \\1>. June v21sl.
introduce many new laces, procured from tie
this:
in
propose
ty tons of spikes for the same Company,
That has been true in the past, but the
(juite u serious affair look place here last first class amphitheatres of Kurope, and
First—To tax all corporations which During the building of the Belfast road,
scarecrows have done duly so long that
mght, about ton o’clock, in which a man by the shall have an opportunity as well, of greeting
are in the nature of monopoly, such as
that firm was found to 1)0 most reliable
E. Vcrrill, old favorites.
Immense and thrilling free dthey are getting dilapidated, and famil- name of (Jeo. II. Barslow shot
gas companies, water companies, railroad anil prompt in filling contracts of the
has bred contempt. The radicals both of this place, at the house of the former, traetions are added this year, consisting of
iarity
on Union street, in a building ealle<l the South
companies, etc., the tax to be imposed on kind.
grand balloon ascension by 1‘rof. Hayden, and
must invent some new dodge.
an
aggregate make up of a market valuation of the shares, and of their funding
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little wa- Mown front the old M -I. Hail,
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concert lasted until ten o'clock, the people then going quietly to their homes,and
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trouble Inm an after that.
about tie* heft <T what we know

tin-

:i ,- emnereial paFrom the marine record
I'mlcr the cold, brie*
per We clip the ab'»\r.
word.' what a world itl'niixiciy, <>i' -..now and
Mi-sin.-'
liotn
no one
despair liter,- liebut (iod knows whither, one day she -ailed
from port with lair skies and favoring wind,
her brave young tommandi r full of •oniidence
and hope, and every heart elate with tin* promise of a prosperous voyage and «iui<• k return.
Her white sails le-sened in the distance, irleamed on the horizon, and were gon.
They were
alone on the wide, illiinilahie. mysterious
<h-rail—alone in lie midst of the winds ami
I > the friend' at
wav-'—alone with (jod.
home, days grew into week', \ve.-ks lengthened into months. No tiding-. Tin* la/y days
-e-.
-till .-ree|> on, and bring no me
i'-njeeture grows pile, and the Weary Watchers
bear the heart-'id.ness of hope del'. rr< d.
Missing! That terrible word. Mow it t. id
of longing, sutie dug. aehin..
heart.' -..f tin
dread uncertainty. If they could onl> know
and he assured of the wore
(Mu friend'
sicken and languish. We mini- er tenderly to
w, -plUl|
their wants and soothe their pains,
by their death beds, amlgive h. m all ihat human
sympathy and kindred low wm o:)'. r. The\
die.
We lay them in the earth,
lleneeforth
the spot is saered, hallowed hv lender regrets
memories.
we
I’.ut
and mournful
know the
worst, and fondly believe that, in a brighter
world the severed of this lite will b.- reunited.
Softly oyer the bleeding hear; pa-'es ih.- lapse
of time, veiling hut not obliterating iis wound-.
We make pilgrimage to the mounds where r-poses the saered dud. of those we could not
save, ami renew the memories of the loved and
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The crow ol'the missing bark M-mde/ of
lust have not been h“ard from. mi* 1 there is not
Hindi 1<mbl !>111 she went to tin- bottom with
til on board, probal ly on (n-orges bank'.
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morning. Alter resting a few
minutes, a dress parade was had. While
the organization was at dress parade rest,
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fami!v of Mr. Ansel Oammou of New
Me.. consisting of twelve-mi- m l
The
daughter-. weighs ::||0 pound'.
aw rage P'b and the girls 1on.

It i- « -timated 1>\ Mr. Pelmar that admit |o.nno.ooo bushels of breadstuM'-, or one-thirtieth
part of the total grain crop of the I idled m itew annually made into w hiskc>.
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they were about a’l in, lie ni'hed in au-l
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with

grand hunt in the Pocky Mountain-. Tti<->
liavt* chartered an entire train of ears for their
exclusive u-e.
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the gay uniforms and the pranein<» steeds, making a brilliant spectacle.
Then was a dress parade on the common,
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applauded heartily by the audience. The clapping of so many bauds
could lie heard for a long distance, and
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bloody death. Strange musicians taking part in the march which
escaped unharmed was played, and which was loudly cheerThe pathe perils of a stormy political career, ed by the pleased spectators.
arrest and torcible expulsion from home rade was then finished, and all the escort
by usurping military tyranny, exile and dismissed except three companies, which
party hatred, to perish at length through accompanied the lltli New Volk hack to

of

M

rim

up a half barrel of hail Mom** tin* n<*Kt. imn ninj
and brought them to this nity.
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years; ami we believe it will be He- last
thing we shall think ot when we .lie.” We ivmember one of that kind that has been sticking
to its for about seventy years. The girl had
been eating onions, an i she took snutf, ar.d
her face was dirty, ami her teeth were mouldy,
and she bit.
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welcomed him and his command to Boston. Col. Fisk responded brietly, thank-

pa-sing

thanks to he -diooti-1.

number built in any year previous to 18G8.
This shows the benefit of an equitable as-

the tax rate is $1.80 per $10o. Though the
law always required the assessment ot
real property at its full value, under oath,
tiie law was always evaded in Philadelphia until 1808, when a Hoard of Revision
of Taxes, consisting of three competent
Commissioners, was created. The effect

some

published

New

as

number of houses now built is double the

the current year is $8,592,780, while the
real estate assessment is $ 101,811,090, and

the assessment of all property at
a. full valuation, sueh as it would ho ap-

required by

an

greetings he had reArrangements were then made
t’gfi!
for forming the regimental line. The esA
Maryland
paper asserts that since the escort was formed on Washington St., and
tablishment of a llaplist church in their neighborhood the citizens ot a Delaware town resaluted the N. Y. regiment as it passed.
fused t«» eat lish taken from a stream in which
This salute they returned as the escort
evil
neck of a molasses jug, he reverses his engine, the com.rls are baptised, for fear the
of march was then
lino
The
spirits which they suppose to be reniovi I from
them.
passed
and dips Ins narrative down into the molasses, the baptise.1 persons have entered the ti-li. aid
taken up through several streets on their and then eats the sweot:ic-< <>lV, by which
they will thus become possessed of them.
unique and ingenious way lie provide.** himself
way to Charlestown. The streets through
The grasshoppers are on hand early thi'
which they passed was densely erowde d with food, and makes 'noth ad> meet. When son. A gentleman informs the Lewiston Jourthat ofgdOO cabbage plants set «*ii: this
nal
tail i- cut oil. (.which
with enthusiastii! people, eager to see the he is-captured by man bis
son, lie has but oOO left, the .grasshoppers havis the end of him) -and i> then tempered to a
the larger part.
devoured
ing
the
little man that commanded
regiment. certain
degree of hardne-s, : nd heroine- what
The Journal says throughout the !vnine!.,
If the clapping of hands, the waving ol
i- so well known as the rat 1 :.il tile.
previous to the late rains, lhe cultivated Ii-• J• 1
handkerchiefs, and the cheering that
w.-rc like an ash heap, and grass | mds w. r
A> food rats e-uinot h. -ai l to !>•' a sii.v.
for rain.
As it n.*-.v is them will
famishing
are indications
all
on
him
sides,
rerentha\e
Frem-h
lul invention, thou'-rh the
greeted
| scareely be ball'a crop of grass.
of popularity, then Col. James hisk, Jr.
ly oaten them wlien they e-.» together to C.»mA North Carolina showman was exhibiting
tiiune, hut the French will eat most anythime
can be proud of his popularity.
an alligator which lie had reared and tamed,
even to their own worth.
nowadays,
of
Charlesand
to -how il> perfect harmlessntws, he stuck
After assisting the people
his arm down it- throat.
II
hasn’t
mam
There are as many varic ies »f rat trap- as
town to celebrate the day. the procession
there are waj s of m inutaeturinir hash, hut the arms a> he had.
returned to Boston.
Marching through most lneky one that ever -nine to our notie.
Tlii' I >.*v!. r < ia/.ette -ays tint
minister m
several streets, they passed the City Hall, was usoil exclusively hy a lankee down Fid. :i neighboring town, last Sabbatn. 1 ».tj»ti-e* 1
r
took
liinto tin- ehuivh, and was
Voting lady,
where a marching salute was paid to lie was hothereil hy aortal ileal of rat. II- married to hr*i*, all inside of ail hour. I'lii- Itill he whai maybe railed •*i'iviinc
with all his traj•
-tiv and undiMayor Gaston,- and other members of the sucecedeil on laiIimr
struck this one. The rats came from the ham vided attention to bu>ine-city government, who were stationed on into a room, through a hole, 1‘roeurmu
An extensive expedition of Kn^li-lnnen -m i
the sidewalk in front of the City Hall.
couple of razors lie place.! tie Made-, on either Americans is preparing to leave ('hieago t'.r

quiring

the Union, even
Massachusetts, where
a full and complete list of his
property is

evidence of civilization

KngEuropean countries, where long ex- year, however, it was one of great excite1land rum: and there are parts of our fgreat
to
the
and
has
led
to
the
abandonment
of ment, owing
long promised
perience
country where the National debt and rats are
direct taxes upon personal property in fa- much talked of advent of Janies Fisk, .1 r..
unknown.
vor of taxes based upon rental.
with his regiment, in our city. His visit
Like large fortunes, rats start from a small
i
It seems, however, that perhaps the was known to every one far and near
A bran new rat resembles a peabeginning.

other

people to lix their minds on the State
wind, and the rain fell in torrents. The
Agency. It isn’t said (hat the sixty-two services
were held in Boston Theatre
are in Portland, only that the source
praised at in payment of a just debt duo shops
which was comfortably filled with an aufrom a solvent debtor, and requiring the of poison is there located. Let the Trav- dience;
comprised mostly of men, with
do not exist there. I have seen some of them ;
eller at once relievo public anxiety.
assessors in all cases to make oath that
are
fellows
here and there; a lady who had courage*
who
crawled
down
in
they
South
the track of our armies, and generally at a safe
they have so assessed. Yet, itt spile of
—Senator Hamlin and Congressman enough to brave the storm. Alien* sen-vicdistance to the rear; some of them iii the sutthe law, and in spite of the oaths, the asler's wagons, and some with cotton permits in
Frye escaped the perils of the ffics, and es were; over the regiment went to tin*
their pockets, and they ingratiated themselves sessment in New York is most ridiculous
have got back with fine strings of trout, elepot on their way home.
Otivi:.
with the negroes—a simple, credulous, ignorant
set of men, very ready to follow any who pro- as to amount, and most unequal as to
have been unable to tell just where
They
fess to be champions of their cause; and so
On Saturday, the; steamer ('il> of Richmond
persons. And this is the case, not in New the fish were
some of them got elected as Senators and
caught, but they mostly made an
Repexcursion from Bangor to Fort Point
resentators, and some as judges, sheriAs, &e., York alone, hut in nearly all the States of came from Mooselucmagunlic, Mollcwith a large* party. The trip was arranged by
and there they stand
in the
eve
in
right
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“As Spring approaches, bugs and roaches,
Boston, June 18, 1871.
From their holes come out;
One of the events of the past week has
Ami hungry rats in spite ol cat',
these
Will gaily skip about,”—
been the interesting ceremonies connected
empt from taxation.
tuul continue skipping till Summer; and as
The Commissioners admit that this with the laying of the corner stone ot the
skippists, the rat is our beau ideai.
method of assessing personal property new Odd Fellow’s Building, at the juncKvcrv body nearly lias seen rats,more especialtaxes is entirely arbitrary; lull they claim tion of Tremont and Berkley streets with
ly those who have struggle 1 with the delirium
that it would work less injustice than an Warren Avenue. The order showed un- tremens, and consequently know that they have
as many legs us the years dames Buchanan
attempt to assess personal property direct- expectedly large numbers, the procession just
was President of the United states. They !■>common
the
to
the
The
that
a
man
lives
in
or
from
house
the
building spot comotc endwise, head
ly.
first, with much swillbuilding he occupies for business purpos- containing 10,000 Odd Follows.
ness.
They always travel on foot for short disTHE SEVENTEENTH OF JUNE
es is, they say, not an infallible sign, but
tances, but when they light out lor a.journey,
t
perhaps the best sign which can be had ot Has come anil gone,—also Jim Fiskc’s they
go by cars or boat. The family originated
Boston usually celebrates iin Norway, and they will gnuw-way through
the amount of his personal property, and big regiment.
a
except a cask of nails. They areas
they point to the example of England and the clay in a very quiet manner. This anything

These

amount of most valuable information upon
the subject of taxation, and inasmuch as

Correspondence

Tli-1 dissolution of the firm of Simonton liros.
places the business ol the firm in this
Tin; Democrats of Belfast are rcijuc>ted to .•ity in the < \« !n>ivc proprietorship of Mr. Geo.
\\\ Bm lv! tt. To hi> business capacity, tact ami
meet in Caucus at the Court House, on
i'xir.i
th
public are indebted for the very
Juno
‘it.
Eve.,
Saturday
oxr, ilent and W’ll-M'lrelcd stocks which have
of
Deleat 7 o'clock, for the purpose
choosing
tilled that I:t-r, ful cMnncnt. The rapidity
gates to the state Convention and transacting with which the -.tor*-li.i- ri-cn in public favor ami
such other business as may come before them. the inmu-n.M- amount f
goods di.-posed of, are
\\\ II. SIMlVSoN’,
something unprt•*i in th* history of busi< ’hairman Dcm. City < \>m.
ness in our city.
Th*- people of It. da-t, and
those irom other |*lsi«- •- wh an ;t. upturned !•»
Generalities.
purchase dry goods in this market, u ill i,e glad
to learn that Mr. Burkett i* to 1>. .•,»»)■•
;.• r
< oinmodore Tatnall, late of the Confederate
maiicnt eit/.cu and remain in the proprietorship
Navy, «lic<l last week at Savannah. Ho com- and management of this extensive concern. \
manded the iron-clad Merrimack at her attack new advertisement this week rails attention t
When in extensive additions of new goods.
on the I'. S. licet in Hampton roads.
the l S. Navy, Tatnall distinguished hitn>cU'
Mr. A. I.. Met' »rison writes to ns that his
hv going to the assistance of a British gun-boat
little son W'ilh.-, :i.ri d live, and a Battles hoy. ol
that was '•inking under the fire of a Chinese bat- seven
years, -v- n ii*hing in tin pond <*f Mr.
tery-—at which time he make use of the fatuous Franklin Tr it’s mill, when they \\i
lolh d
words “Blood is thicker than water."
from a log into the pm I where the water waTic- reported discovery of a new oyster hed
tifteen feet deep. Mr. Tr. at, who iv:e at tie
in Long Island Sound was a seli.
Vfter paying
mill, plunged in and brought both tie* little Ithe pretended discow-per SdoO. thev rak- d the lo\v< to the shore
But tor his prompt a. non
bottom in vain. Now tlnv want to fmd She the h <\ would have both been drowned.
discoverer aforesaid, and rake him.
\
crows from the fields and

DEMOCRATIC CAUCUS

History.

Studies of Natural

of the Journal.

property not embraced under one of
three provisions to be entirely ex-

All

--

j

Boston.

Letter From

house upon an amount three times the annual rental of the house he occupies.

Extraordinary Gift of Healing.
Mill'll «>xI'it«'lll<‘ll! Il l-' I»r«*v:iiIt*.I if tl). \ HI**
i.-iii Hutisi
in this-iiv, 'iiiiv 11»»> arrival
Dr. «><’.( JagC, aild I/' 'II. fill <M;U'Vr|,,W- IV
'lilt-* aclmwd bv him. it really «Ioi*h st em that
tin* happy dav has c.»mc when tin* -i. k ml
suffering iin Ik* leaded without tin* ii'**- <>t pm
sonous drugs.
From ati early hour in tin
morning* until lit*- in ev< ning hi' rooms h
densely crowned, and -till tin > ronn—tie
hum*, tin- halt, tin*'Inal*, am! tin rcpivs *nt.i
lives ft' every ill that flesh is Ik ii to—many
wliom already report tleinsel\materially
benellUed hy his remarkable pownrs. after all
other methods haw failed.
Among iln iimnN
iin I by tin
uri*s j>*• t■
Doctoral
marvelous
i-if to Iblfast j, that of Mrs. Mu \
his I'ormn
» Muk,
of this
ity, who for >oim tiim* Mel
been sit tiering from
eme-ei, which was threat
\t
ening fin- destruction ol one of her eyes.
ter trying various physicians ami receiving no
heiielit, sin with little faith, consulted 1 )r, Haw,
was cured, ami remains so to this
«lay.
Ilis manner of treatment is different from ill
other Physieians, ami has proved eminently
sm eesM'ul.
'I’he powef of healing disease b\
tom h, or manipulation, as it is
tiled, has been
n knowledi^d
to exist
from immemorial
Doubtless many of our readers have heard ot
the eure of Serofula, or Kind's Kv il bv the
‘seventh son;* if not, many {remarkable instances could be given in the praetice ot Dr. t«age
as it is through this (what is considered by
some a whim) that In- diseovered his remarkabli* power to heal the various ills which the
human system is heir to. sm h things are in
deed wonderful, and furnish themes for study
and retleetion. There ran be no doubt that
some men possess extraordinary gills for the
successful performance of this or that vocation.
We have natural mechanics, who appear to
have an Instinctive knowledge of tin*
use of
tools; they become master workman and directors in architectural workmanship in a few
years, while a majority of arti/.ans struggle on
with eijual industry, till overtaken with lioarv
age without excelling in their vocation. >*»
with the Dr. Those men who possess the natural *|ualitieations for divining the scat ot and
healing diseases, always take the precedence
over such as arc drilled into the profession
without having natural tact for the position.
At all events, |)R. ({AUK is effecting rein ark
able cures and that is what the afflicted are
looking for, no matter from what source—For
certilicates of cures see circulars. [Com.
«•
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RETURN OF DR. GAGE,
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Most Wonderful Cures
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Kin mi: doriiNAL:—Allow me through the
medium of your paper, to make known to the
alllieted, the great benefit l derived from the
treatment of l)r. (iage, when he was in this
city about one year ago. I had for twentv years
been troubled with a disease of the heart, producing the most alarming symptoms, such as
fainting, strangling, etc., which had debilitated
me very much.
Immediately upon receiving
the treatment of Dr. Gage, I commenced improving, and 1 can truly sav I derived more
benefit from him than from all other Physicians
combined : and from his remarkable success in
niv ease 1 can conscientiously recommend him
as
a Physician worthy the confidence of the
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Corrected
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Years
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A Lady Walks
of Lameness.

After

j

1

11 Hast ha•-!<ot Ad\.
n

'I

ii

i-.

ro.dioal
must

r;,

« mxA, Me., duly 2d, 1*70.
Towh<nn it mo.y
I. Aaron Davis, of the town of
hina and State of Maine, do hereby certify that

every

FAMILY PRIZE PACKAGES
Betail

cents. A prize in every package.
Send lor ;i Price List.
( im:n im»E a « o.
Fireworks House,— !•; \ is Federal St., Boston,
Fine;* Hoods House, V: Chimney Street.
sp

wife was cured of a cancer on the left
hr ann.nmeed that I my
breast by Dr. Gage, when at Augusta, about
"lie
This is of-ftsh-al.
year ago, without the application of Mcdiiin*s or Sitrgerv. Wc had eonsulted Physicians
i.like writing al.out I’ollysaid to be skilled in that branch, but she steadid.:111 -landing in tin demuiy grew worse. As a last resort we consulted
nuehre doiinial.
1 >r. < iage. wlio cured her a- abov e stated, and 1
> am
whieh
will eon
happy to sav n• »t a vestige of the disease reAnything
mains.
Aakon Davis.
t ad p(dr that lie t-n't a
Wc. :ctjiiaintaiiees and neighbors of Mr.
h,. --up, fi.tr to it.
Da\
do hereby certiiv that his statement i-dridly tru -. Fi.uah BmiFiMS. dk.. M. B.
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Weekly for the Journal.

description.
FLALS, MASKS, BALLOONS, See., &c.

ionv

may
;

Tho experienced Management, MESSRS.
STONE Sc MURRAY, tender their gratitude
to

appreciative public, and, because of
liberal encouragement in tho past, are induced to put forth renewed effort, to
place
before tho people tho

>.i

of

an

Grandest Exhibition of the 19th Century.
Their

establishment has ever been justly
celebrated for tho liigli-toned and
respectable
character of its arenie performances, and the
manner
of
its
conduct. In their preorderly
sent arduous
undertaking they have succeeded
I

BEYOND PRECEDENT.
And havo added materially to their
already
excellent reputation as skillful caterers to
taste.

GRAND

FREE BALLOON ASCEKSIOK

Simonton Ero. & Co.

price

1 Living

relinquished their

interest

At fin immense outlay of
capital, Messrs.
Stone A Murray havo secured the services
of the distittg:r’slied
iEronaut, and tlio hero
of 10,000 ascensions,

PROF. J. W. HAYDEN

I

^-Congressman

(lets

U A.-iUNi

Two

Years

I VKK.
in

Dav

Is.

lb d. Cl.AlIK. S FlMIFNd 'l.AKK. Ni
a. c. ltfWFKTS.

to

I'HAXkl'OltT. lh-' Homocrat.s of Frankrequested to meet at the School House, in
His. No. 1, ip said Town, on Saturday, dune tM, at (1
o'clock in the altirnoon, to choose lielegates to attend the State < unv. ntion to be liohlen at Augusta,
the •-Tth in t.
Per Order.
sp

Kasi \V-saijioko*, Mi:.. August !». l-TO.
; T..
whom il may concern : This « t*rtiii>• !h:i! I
!
w;i.- cured of a dillieulty about tin1
hoar! of
!! 1 wenty-livo (*2*») years standing, by Dr. td.gt,
j| when al Augusta about one year ago.

(
(
dun
1>.i\vi‘ii,
1
►: \ i. ;. 1 <.
bigamy w as brought
i'1 the Criminal < 'oni t this
morning to
'dm' -!.
Mrs. S Km IN tligrew
K in;! Ihnven said
1 ;■ •'.! of1 to -entenee him sentenee
t" loi’ l am as mncli l<* blame as lie
i.

■

/. Hr

!

m:ui

ST*

iim.d.

Mrs. j>. l,. I’ai.mi

k. Palermo.
S tillered

Disintensely, ami
I oa<e. debility, W<-.
then mad
tab nont coneet n- | *>11 Itl use her arms or hands but little without
the ditlietilty ; says she feels cured,
tin riiaannstaiii S <>| idmarriage hi?- in-reusing
'vhieh Mi- King -••lit to N. w York ..ml ran do work she had not been able to do
for several years.
oid obtained a eojiy ami flu- jveord ol !
ids div'.ioe from hi- lormer wile.
She as Cure of Chronic Diarrhcea of Seven Years’
a
hi in.-el!' was satisfied that everyStanding.
was
and
no
right
legal obstruct ion
« ah in 15. Vina!. of Yinalhaven, Mr., alllieted
n
in tin* way of their marriage.
with ehronie diarrho a, debility. Am., and who
dtld-'
<Mi:i then seiUell'. ed PoWen to was
perfectly cured by Or. (dure in August,
Isr.!'. writes a- follows : *\M\ health is iro.nl.
; a> 'i line i*| s. bo dollar- and l.e imprisand I think it is as irood a> it ever was in my
■nrd two years in tin 1 Vnitentiarv.
lit
If \ »u visit liockland. 1 think you will
1*''W.
''ddi'
rd
Ah
Ivina' -aving have a
great malty from this place, lbr they
that alb'! hi- 1 P ! had expired III' would 1| ihink there
is no one that ran do the good that
|
return
h. r w i.ri. n|Vm Mr.-. king e\- j on can. tor every one thought I amid get no
t' nd< d
hand ;«
im u hi- I. lie gru-ped help, and many expected to see me relapse, the
j mv having b. < n elf.-, ted so<|itiekly; but thank
i'
npp. iled deep- fortune I am still w.dl. When
you arc at ltoekihu 11 v. iI
ijnetitly i in.I pit asr write me, and 1 will send the afllictdv. n
d. \\ hriv h
w id r, main until i ed t>»
Yours \er\ truly,
you.
dr. p 'll .'I lie
an whi.-ii meets next
( VI. \ IN 15. V I \ A I.."
Monday on 'In exception- fe the rilling ol j \\. hereby certify that the foregoing state<
<
'••
\
of
Mr.
inal
is
indmai
onrt. his obj, .•! being to j ment
striftly true, and that Ini' now in our employ a well man.
•otain a \\> \v trial.
Houwkli., Wr.ns'i r.i: A: tn.
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a
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ingenious Herman has gained

reputation in Xew York
training e<»arh horses

it

in

I»v his

t->

a

a

sue-

grand

1I<- used no hurr hit. or other erue 1
mlriv.tnee. and people oimlihrt see how
'lid it, until ii was found that he put
1
i::hil \ing goggles uj).t;i hi- horses whieh
'he e-ihl>le--t<iues look I ike boulders and
e\ aetjuice l 1 glMlltl t ! Xld 1*Vi 11
g 1 o steji
ever them.
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eomplfte-

been ex fell lit I, is
order, and a sight
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Hi "Id Ian ..ii
ia :i lifetime.
IJut this is
‘■•timun. ■' 11ai.• va i■ h.' undertakes must he of
1111, o Ii |
.port a .ii- and Ho
llxtelsior
11
uid h ippi y I »• s he itlu stratc it.
Illis p 11 a! exiiihilion \\,||
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never

mean
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Probate Court.
A

s

1

s

I h«-

lil 1:1.i*l

..

II,

Ju*Jg'\

following business

IS.

was

1i-1ELD, Rrgi-ItT.

tran-ucted :it the Jun

oi said Court—
ADMINISTRATION ON Jill. ESTATES OI
Day
Rowdoin, late of Stockton, I.. M. l’artridge AdI t-rin

—

mmi-drator; Stephen J. Barker, late of Troy, Sarali
I'.uk
Administratrix; John Vickery, late of Unity,
Abigail \V. Vickery Administratrix; Alonzo E.
I letcher, late of
Northport, Melvina Fletcher Administratrix ; Robert Thompson, late of Prospect,
I.iitlj. Mmigett Executor; Nathaniel Fernald, late
"•
Eincolnville, Timothy Fernald Administrator
w il, will
annexed; Gilbert II Hogan, late of Jackson, \\ iliiani Hogan
Executor; Neliemiah Johnson,
late ot Waldo, it. s.
Itich ami Warren Johnson
(.1

\ki>ians
"

Abb

-tt

Aitoin ikii -Louise E,
Clough over
'•««*»» Michael Chase over Rowland C.
over
Emery
Sarah T. and Caroline C.

Eevi

Gage.

j

Susie

Cholic, cholera morbus, cramps, fits and dyspepsia, are benefitted and relieved by using
Rcnnc's Rain-Killing Magic Oil. Its use is sale,
as

well

as

delicious.

Try it.

X3T Address R. V. Pierce, M. 1)., lSSSeneap
street, Buffalo, N. V., and get a pamphlet on
Catarrh free, or send sixty cents and get I)r.
Sage’s Catarrh Remedy. $000 reward is offered
by the proprietor for a case of Catarrh which
he cannot cure. Sold by druggists.
Cut this
out, as you may never see it again.

The second thing is, the patients must stay in a warm
-m, until they get well; it is almost impossible to pre.-at taking cold when the lungs are diseased, but it must
in- prevented or a cure cannot be effected. Fresh air and
riding out, especially in this section of the country in the
fall and-winter season, are all wrong. Physicians who
recommend that course lose their patients, if their lungs
arc badly diseased; ami yet, because they are in the house
they must not sit down quid they must walk about the
loom as mut li and as fast as the strength will
bear, to get
The patients must keep
up a good circulation of blood.
in good spirits—be determined to get well. This has a
great de il to do with the appetite, and is the great point to
gain.

1.. despair of cure after such .■•valence of its possibility
in tlic worst cases, and moral certainty in all others, is
sinful. I>r. Scheiiek's personal statement to the Faeultv
of hii own cure was in these modest words;
‘•-Many years ago 1 was in the last stages of eonsumpti 'ii: ci infilled to my bed, and atone time luy physicians
thought that I could not live a week; then like a
man catching at straws, I heard of,and obtained the
preparations which 1 now offer to the public, and thev made
a perfect cure of me.
It seemed to mo that 1 could f, ci
them penetrate my whole system. They soon ripened the
matter in my lungs, and I would spit up more than a pint
of offensive yellow matter every morning for a long time.
As soon as that began to subside, my cough, li ver, pains
mi
night sweats nil began to leave mo, and my appetite
became so great that it was with diilioultv that I could
keep fr.-ui eating too much. I soon gained my strength,
and have grown in flesh ever since.
*•
1 was weighed shortly after my recovery," added the
Doctor, “then looking like a more skeleton; my weight
was
ninety-seven pounds; my present weight is two
hundred and tw nty-flve (225) pounds, and for years !
have enjoyed uninterrupted health."
Dr. Kdienck has discontinued his professional visits to
N«-w fork and lioslon. lie or liis son, Dr. J. II. Schenek,
see patients at their
dr., still continue
oillee, No. 15
North Sixth street. Philadelphia, every Saturday from‘J
I hose who wish a thorough examinaA. M. to o I*. M.
tion with the ltespirmneter will be charged $5. Thcltespirometer declares the exact condition of the lungs, and
patients can readily learn whether they are curable or

di-owning

day,

FLIGHT BEYOND THE CLOUDS
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Belfast,

this

opportunity

in behalf of the late

firm to record my
for the

gratitude
united

pat-

ronage

re-

ceived
from the

in Waldo and

public

Pulmonic

Syrup and Seaweed Tonic, $1.50

Du. K. 11. Claukk’s Vkuetap.i.k Siikuky Wink
Bjttkus are a certain cure lor female sickness, by
a wine-glass half full before getting out of bed
in the morning.
Delicate Ladies will find it of
great service by using it three or four times a day.
Sold by all dealers in medicines.
sp

taking

MARRIED
In this city, Mth In-!., by Rev. Wooster Barker
Thomas Taylor to Mrs. Annie M. Kastman, both o
Belfast.
In Bortland, June 1st, Albert S. Luce, Esq., to
Miss Henrietta M. lioardinan, both ot Belfast.

I >1 Kl >.
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WHEREAS,

been constructed, and are carried constantly with the great Stone A; Murray Circus.
ID

v

A CORPS OF NEW FACES
From the best Talent of Europe, has been
secured.

We

new

a

but the

same

first appearance in America, and the
Champion Horseman of England. Tho beauty

grace is only equaled by the Apollograndeur of lus stature. As a somersault and pirouette Itider he stands without
a successful rival.
In conjunction with liis
well-known and distinguished brother,
of his
liko

JOHN HENRY COOKE,
only six-horse Equestrian in the world,
and whoso grace and elegance aro well remembered, does a $5000 challenge Double
Juggling Act upon two running steeds.
The

name,

resolution

N

tho

gamar.”
M’LLE FMILIE HENRIETTA,
Whose dashing equitation charms the beholder. She has the grace and symmetry of
a

Juno.

DEN STONE,
The favorite Jester, and tho world’s most
chaste and brilliant Humorist.

he

the Motto of
t he

principal English Amphitheatres,

confessed greatest Manege Equestrienne living.
DaShe appears with her beautiful palfrey

Large. Sales and
Small Profits will
to

ROSINA,

Iler first appearance in America, and from

of

continue

COOKE,

HARRY WELBY
IIi3

tho

start under

>

M’LLE

counties.

surrounding

ew

tor.
This stock has been

enlarged

by New Invoices

of Goods

and

a

will

large

assortment

always be

It is

MR. TOM BARRY,

found.

determi-

our

nation

to

sell

First appearance in America, amt the only
Hibernian Clown and Vocalist. Ho does a
Comic Sketch, introducing a performing Ele-

durability and satisfaction in the wear,
genuine goods have always afforded.
J. N. RICHARDSON, SONS & OWDEN.
Belfast, Ireland, 5 Mo. 15, 1*71.

MU. (J, }•:. LINK FI 1,1.1), oilers
lor salt* his House,Storeand Stable,
situated in Unity Village, on the
dine of the liellast and Moosehoad
Cake Railroad.
I no House is two stories, ::u
by -JK
with Ell 18 by :!0, containing ten rooms, besides atThe ceilings are hit'll ami
tics, store-room, &c.
rooms ot good size.
There is excellent well and
cistern water.
The Store,-jo by ivt, is one of the best situations
lor business in that thriving village, which om- of
the best centres lor business in the country. The
Stable is ‘,’0 by .a’., and like ali> the buildings, is in
lirst-rate repair, all having been buiit in the most
substantial manner.
The whole will be sold lor $3500, with all the fixtunes in the store, and tlie good will of a business
worth $,’000 a year, IVrsons wishing to purchase
can apply t > <J. E. EINKFIKM), on the premises,
or to WIU.tAM TABER, ot Unity Village.
IwU
Unity, June 7,1871.

Dry

Goods at
smaller

a

margin
of Profit than

ing

heretofore,
of

arrangement

our

a

competent Corps of Assistants.
JOHN H. MURRAY

Will

his splendidly educated horses,
Beatty” and “Black Eagle.”

perform

THE BEAR AND SENTINEL!
Characters by Tom Barry and Company.
The

consequently
weget them cheaper by buying in
upon,

glittering

Oriental Chariot,

Oft® of tit©

lino*

Joints.

pain, however severe.
It is prepared by Jfinn Suin/rr, who has used it
in her own extensive
treatment of tie* sick, Ibr
nearly twenty years, with great success.
The principal diseases for which this sale is recommended are. ('hill,loins, /tin
umatism, /*;/
Stro/ula, Oh n, ,rs, .Salt III,rum. Sj.ru!,>.<, /Sen
f.r.r Sores, fuhois, 1V
iitj.li v, hft/ iij.tla s, S",
f'f/rH, Barber's Il> h, Ih-u/ncss, ljuil:, /‘itij-irn, a,
Corn#, /lilt s of Insects, Cancers, Toothache, ho,
ache, Sore Xi/.j.lrs, /Saltiness, Stcollen Zin <r,t ■,
/t h, Seal l //rati, Teethinj, Cha/jed Zlamh,
Scalds, Cuts, /Sruist s. ( rotiji, Cra< hat Lij.s, ai d
Sores on Chifdrt n
It never fails to cur.- Rheumatism if properly
applied. Run it on well with the ban 1 three times
a day.
In sevral eases iL has cur' d palsied limbs.
For Piles it has >■• n discovered to be a nitre remedy. Persons that have be.u aflliit.-l for yea!
have been relieved by a few applications. K m •’/■></si/.t las it works wonders, nila\ ing the inllaimnatioii
and quit ting the p:.ti. at. For Chap/,,,l Haul, it
produc saettre immediately. le t thus.- with Salt
/thrum obtain this Salve and apply it fia-elv, ami
they will ft ml it invaluable, it i- g..!,d in cases of
Scrofula and Tumors, Can *1 itavo been aired
with it. The best Halve eve r i vented f<
Breast ami Sore Xi/j/hs. No wav injurious, but
sure to afford relief.
Son or II.
h:/<s- Rubit
oa the lids
gently, o: e of tu i.a- a day. Cur. deal

niila

■

••

by putting

ness

in tin-

ears

cm

pier.-

a

of

:t >u.

c

l'br Felons this is nip. rior to anything known
For /*imj.les tins arts like a ebann. F..r
tend Stahls, apply the Halve at on.a- and it vivo
immediate relief.
For Old sor,
appic on. a
Fern Houses and t’ATTir.
F..r ,s .res
Ilntiseson Horses or ('at:l.-t1
.-.
ami lias astonishing etfe.
in eur.'i
g.
horses. This Saha has v. m
| 1;
on u
int.
—

1

■

.,\

Mudgett Libby, Prospect.
W. E. Evans, Hurmquy.
W. D. Eaton, Dexter.
II. 1». Mayhow, East Dover.
John F. Lyford, St. Albans.
J. M. Chamberlain, South Exeter.
Wilson &. Prescott, Bangor.
Samuel W. Howcy, East liucksport.
I-. 31. Richardson, Presque Isle,
&

FftED
Scotia.

PROBATE NOTICES.

ATWOOD,

W

\\ e, the umlersigt
l»a
Mins Hawy.-r f.r m 11 v
.-ai-. and b.
a <'bristian
lady mid a skill'll'
Used In
salve in our fatnili.
;•

pleasure in saving it i- the
W.

nterport,

T J 1 K

New Orleans, Mobile & Texas

11. BURRI

1,1,, of Belfast, in the County ol
WM.
Waldo, Administrator of tInot .Janu
White, late of Belfast, in said

s

1(

v.

*»'

n

Belfast, within and
Second 1 uesday

.^

n.

0. P. PERRY’S SILVER CORNET

lu^ruii

limn

ainl

TO TIIK A FI'I f( TE!'.

Pruggi.st is out. of tinkeep suppli. .|, sen.1, -.-v. ul\

below. and

mos

1‘

iv.viw

l..\- |.\

a

.id

Sal-,

L|eeu

n.

|

i:,

15**v. -s at iio COllt.;
Up
l’l.-p-.r.
hy MISS (’. SAWYK1I m>l ]
,j
ROBBINS, Whohitialo and kotuil l)nu
{.-idt, Rockland, Mo. A l'n .1 r,
J:
I'V mail “ii iv vipt of .-.•viny-l't\
1. \|
liOlUdNS, Rockland, M -.

ot Texas on the west, the total dis
from Mobile to Houston being -KG miles.

The Company is composed of strong Northern
capitalists, who have already expended nearly TEX
TS I LLIOK IBOEEAHtt of their own lands in
the construction of the line. They have built about
miles from Mobile westward, and secured h>
purchase of securities and made provision for the

it

ia

TTTI.S VALl'AHT.i:
AI.VK I
DEALERS IX MEDICINES.

thorough repair and equipment of the 10* miles constituting the Texas division ; leaving bur l-io miles

S<

U.D KV \LL

of Belfast.

City

NO. 14. Ordered, That no hill or claim
to he built
against this city, other than judgment.-< ot Unjudicial Courts, shall In allowed or passed hy the
Committee on accounts, unless such bills or claims
shall be appro roil or cert i tied by some agent, ollicvr,
It^is bi lieved that no other railroad corporation in ! or committee, authorized In behalf ot the city, to
the country leas ever made so large an expenditure ! make the contract or cause the expenditure to be m
or unless such expenditure be expressly refrom its own means before ottering any of its j curred;
quired by some speeitie vote ot the City ouncil.
securities to the public.
NO. 15. Ordered, That any person paying their
Highway l ax In cash, to tin City Collector and
The Company now oiler for sale the
notifying the surveyor on whose bo, k the s um mav
be placed beloro the first dav ot Augu-t next, -hall
e
receive a discount of twenty
at.
p>
All sums so paid, to he exp>-mled under the diree
upon tie' Louisiana division ot MO 2-d miles lrom tion ol the Committee on ko.nl-, Hridgi p Walk-,
&<.
New Orleans
the Sabine Kivi r. fills will probAnd no expenditures shall D made by any Sums
ably he the most valuable portion of the whole line, or,
except the labor done by, or lor tin- pi r-on•«
as u will he the only rail communication by which
whose taxes are noon tin* book committed to him h
Use enormous productions of Texas can reach the I the assessors, unless authorized by tin munic ipal

To

Complete

the Entire

OUDKIt

Road.

j

'IIT'ILLIA.H TREAT, P.xeoutor ot the last will
of .Jonathan Treat, late of Frankfort, in viol
▼ V
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented hisecond account of Executorship for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Executor givi notici to ill
persons interested by causing a copy ot this order
to be published three weeks aiov.-siv« 1> in
the
h.
Repuldicau Journal printed at Belfast,
may appear at a Probate Court, to be h< U at Beffast, within and for aid County, on the second
fuesday ot July next, at ten <<l’the clock hclon.
noon, and slu-w cause, if any theyh.m why tinshould not be allowed.
ASA I HCEI.Oi till Judge.
‘‘
copy. Attest—15. P. l it.i.n, Register

i

Southern

metropolis.
important is thi~ road considered to Louisiana, I
that tie State has made very liberal grants in aid of
the enterprise, by direct donations, by endorsement
ot its bonds, and by subscriptions to the stock of
Du Company,amounting in all to over eight million
So

true

AttksT—Ji>11N II.

<,»l IMUY, Ci

Iteltast, June 5, lsr!.

v

Ci.i uk.

jwp.»

At a Probate Court held at Bellas!, within and for
tin- County of Waldo, on the .-ee.-nd Tin day ol
June A. 1). 1-: 1.
W. DRI.N lvWA I l.R, Administratrix «d
the estate ol George \V. lu inkwater, late of dollars.
New England Laboratory, lJoston Highlands
Northport, in said County ot Waldo, dce< a---d havi'ii isT iMouTUAio: iiox ns,
ing presented her second and final account ol AdminC. E. MASlT.N. I’yrotechnist, is now prepare .!
istration on said estate tor allowance.
to supply the TRADE and COMMITTEES of
to fin amount of £12,GOO per mile, and
Ordered, That the said Administratrix gi\e notice
CITIES, TOWNS, or CLCIIS, with a lull line ot
to all persons interested by causing a copy ut this
their manutactures for
skcoxi) mout<;a<;i-: uoxns.
order to be published three weeks' .-uece.-sn.• 1 y in
tin- Republican Journal, printed at Bt lla.-i, that ihe>
t"
.it
I'pial amount, botli principal and interest PUBLIC OR PRIVATE DISPLAY.
at
a
Probate Court, to lu held at I;< 11 ast,
may appear
These goods have received t he prelerene. over all
guaranteed by the State of Louisiana. The price I others
within and lor said County, on the second Tue.-da\
by the (Jovernment of the City ol lioston tor
ot July next, at ten of the clock before noon, and ! of tl". two classes i~ the same, and subscribers can
the past ten years. Their v.elhne. i guaranteed.
shew cause, if any they have, why the same should ! take their choice.
The season ot l>n introduces man) novelti.
and
not. be allowed.
AS A 1 ilCRLOlGII. Judd*.
beautiful designs.
I he Homis are only in tie denomination of £1,000,
A true copy.
;.<•
Atte.-t—B. P. 1-1ki.i», Register.
For private u-e, -end bn our
>.i .v--»r!.d
j ie
each, interest payable January and July, it 1 ireworks, price Irma rl to
or «.bt nn our «i•••
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and t-r the mu ot eight per cent, currency in New York, or scriptive and price catalogue.
Address all orders to kKNJ. I \\ El.I..-> ,-v t o
the County of Waldo, on the second 1 uesday ot
seven pi r cent, gold in London, at the option of the
Hawley Street, corner ot Milk street, r.,>
June, A. 1». 1S71.
holder at the time each coupon is due, Honda can
Mass., am oiiiiki; i:.vUI.\.
i15. CLARK. Administratrix ol the

ISIDORE

FIRE WORKS!
JULY

FOURTH!

THE

j
j

C^AROl.lNE

J estate of Aniasa B. Clark, late of Troy, in -aid
County ot Waldo, deceased, having prc.-i-nted in

j

j

be

registered, if desired.

first account ol Administration on said (state for
allowance.
Ordered, That thesaid Administratrix give notie. ; lo investors, The Ronds are largely profitable, as
to all persons interested by causing a copy ol this j
! well as entirely sale. One thousand dollars invested
order, to be published three weeks sue. >MveI v m
in these eight per cent, bonds will give the purchaser |
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, tli.it
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held morr than se rent ij-seven per cent, greater annual j
at Belfast within and for said County, on the
interest than the same amount invested in the now
second luesday ol July next, at ten of the dock
(lOvernment Five Per Cents.
before noon, and shew cause, it any they have, why
should
not
be
allowed.
the same
At the same price, an s per cent, currency long
ASA Till RLOl <ill, Judge.
A true copy. Attest B. P. Fiki.d Register. .lu.Yo bond is far cheaper than a ? per cent, gold one.
Calculating a return to specie payments In three
held at Belfast, within and
At a Probate (5 mrf.
years, and taking the time that the bonds of the New
fertile County of Waldo, on the second Tue.-day
Orleans, Mobile and Texas Railroad have to run— b.
of June, A. J). ls71.
-we find that by compounding the interest ot i
PARTRIDGE, Administrator ol the estate years
of Elijah B. Crockett, late ot Prospect, in -uid
each, every six months, at 7 per cent, an H |M*r i
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented hia
nirmuy lioml at OO v*4JI
Jirst and linal account (-1 Administration ot: said
i-etuni <*f *•'£.<»! t.I* tIOlti; tlian a 7 |M*r
estate for allowance,
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice t’4*nt. gold Im»31«1. at Ili4* Name price, or
t<> all persons interested by causing a copy ol this orn«*aciv flirt*© times the ain«>nnt of tin*
der to he published throe weeks successively in the
inv4‘*t mont.
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they iiiicina!
The Ronds are dated May 1, 1871. The liist coupon
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and lor said County, on the second T uesday
will, then lore, be a fractional one, running from
of July next, at ten ot the clock before noon, and |
and accrued inter
May 1 to Jul> 1. The price is
shew cause, it any they have, why the same should
ASA Til U RLOCG I!, Judge.
not he allowed.
est at si per cent, curreney from May 1 to date ot
A true copy.
Attest—B. P Eii.i.p, Register.
remittance.
Subscriptions will hi* received in I‘>< Hast, by
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and (or
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
A. II. BRADBURY,
June A. 1>. 1N71.
lini. II. FOULER AND LI VY ANN MOODY, !
Cashier Belfast National Bank.
▼ V named Executors in a certain instrument pur i
iiiiorin.diou concerning the Company and the ;
porting to be the last will and testament ol John.
Moody, late of Scarsmont, in said County ot Waldo, Road, and pamphlets containing map and full details j
deceased, having presented said will tor Probate.
Ordered, That tin* said Eoglcr & Moody give notice of the enterprise, can be obtained of the undersigned
to all persons interested by causing a copy ot this or any of the 'ompan>'s advertised agents.
order to be published three weeks successively in the
W. B.
Banker,
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
AXM
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of July next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
1'.O.. M A T. II. II.
shew cause, it any they have, why the same should ! Financial
not be proved, appoved and allowed.
No.
Nassau Street,New York.
ASA Till III OUGII, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. En-.i-i'. Register.
6o

BARBER SHOP.
MlCAMlUillMiK TAKK nils
MKSS.
method of informing the pirtdio that they have
COX

opened

-hop

.v

the Kureka Dining Saloon, No.
Mail: St., where they inti nd carrying on the liar
boring busliie-s in all its branches and solicit the
patronage oi onr old friend* and the publie g.-ner(iKO. COX.
al.y
:t

iteififcrf,

over

June :, 1>71.

M«

A.

( A

M lililDl,

DR. E. R. CLARKES

Sherry Wine Bitters.

IM.

Twelve in number, and in the full uniform
of the
PRUSSIAN HUSSAR,

tities.
and

Summer

Will parado the principal avenues and streets
at 10 o'clock, A. M., the day of exhibition,
driven by Mons. J. II. Paul, and drawn by

twenty thoroughbred Arabian Horses.

Goods have been marked
down and

call

we

pub-

attention to

an

examination of

our

Stock and Prices
before
c

The

Rules and Regulations of this
systematic and well-ordered Circus, which
have heretofore governed it, arc still enforced.
same

No Smoking allowed Inside the Pavilion
Seat* for the Especial Accommodation of Ladies.

Beautifully Carpeted

PERFORMANCE AFTERNOON & NIGHT.
pur-

Doors open

at

1 and 7

o’clock, P. M.

Admission 50 Cts.

Children 25 Cts.

REMEMBER THE GRAND BALLOON

Geo. W. Burkett,
HAYFORD BLOCK,
BELFAST.

and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
cl the estate of Stephen J. Barker, late of Troy,
in the County of Waldo, deceased,by giving bond as
the law directs; she therefore requests all persons
who arc indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same lor settlement
3w50
SARAH BARKER.
to her,
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
rpilE
1
concerned that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
of the estate of John Vickery, late of
Unity,
in the County ol Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
ABIGAIL W. VICKERY,
toher.
3w50

rrUIE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
I
concerned,that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
ol the estate of Alonzo E, Fletcher, late of Northport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased,by giving bond as
tlio law directs; she therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
MALVINA FLETCHER.
3w50
toher.
subscriber

basing

ELSEWHERE.

ABB1K

ASCENSION at 1 o’clock 1’. M., wind
and weather permitting.
REMEMBEIi DAY AND DATELEt
Saturday, July 1st.
rfllSACMiSRS Will hear of something to ndJL vantage, by addressing (with stamp,) stating
experience, wages, situation, &e.
4w49
J. \V. LANG, JJrooks, Me.

hereby gives public notice to all

concerned, that be lias boon duly appointed
THE
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator

of the estate ot David Bowdoin, late of Stockton,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
3w50
L. M. PARTRIDGE.
to him.
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Executor of the last
will of Rufus Gilmore, late of Monroe, in the County
of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law
directs; lie therefore requests all persons who arc
indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate
payment, and those who have any demands thereon,
to exhibit the same lor settlement to him.
Uv50
CHARLES SARGENT.

THE

\\

(

IIIIIINii
AM)

A.
D.

fc/Ji

1356.

JFSSF DORMAN informs his friends and the
public, that he continued to carry on Wool Carding
and Cloth Dressing, at Freedom V illage, whore they
may depend on having their work well and faithfully
done, lie will run two sets of Cards, and do work
at short notice, and in a workmanlike manner.
Wool and Cloth left at the store of F. A. Follett,
P.ellast, will be taken, carded, dressed and returned
once a week.
Price the same as at other Mills.
3W-18*
Freedom Village, June 1871.

...

■-

TO ALL
j
is

WALDO,

southwardly

Farm for

PERSONS,

BOTH SICK AND WELL.
rr a T.mu; Lif«- 1 Health ami lliiiijiiiii'ss
<|osircil, let those Hitters he taken, particular!>
iikj ami

W

inn

especially hj
Tile

Sheriff’s Sale.

Sale,

SITUATE
IN
NOllTII PORT,
2 1-2 miles from Belfast, containing
about 00 acres ot land; a large orchard of the best Fruit, Grape, Cranberry, and
oilier small fruit. Well fenced and watered. Buildings good; House and L.,new. Will keep a Horse
and la to 15 head Cattle. An excellent Brick Privilege bordering on a brook. Near a School House
and in a good neighborhood. Will be sold cheap
and on the most liberal terms if applied for soon.
Apply to J. C. LEWIS, New Castle. Maine, or on
the premises to THOMAS WATKRMAN, or
May 4, 18/1.
tl43
M. WOODS.

.JOHN

^ A1ITIOI!
n
WHEKEAS, my wife, Aroline E. Putnam, has
K it my bed and board, this is to forbid all persons
from harboring or trusting her on my account, as I
of her contracting alter this date.
*h ill my
1 * no debts
WILLIAM T. PUTNAM.
3w50*
Jackson, June 19,1871.

£

('.imposed of Dock If. .f .-.u-aparilia, H, k \:
.ji. Wil 1 ('(n rrv, I'h
Wintergreen,
wort, Prickly Ash. 1 *.Hark, lilml-u1-,
l'or \Vc«liiicss, Loss of Appetite. .laim-

in the Sj

SS.—Taken on execution in favor of
Samuel Otis and Cicorge B. Ferguson, against
Wesley l’rentiss, now or late of Thorndike, in said
County, and will be sold at public auction to the
highest bidder, at the store of Messrs. S. Otis & Co.‘
at City Point, in Belfast, lit said County, on the
eighth day of July next, at ten of the clock, in the
forenoon, all the right in equity which said Prentiss
has or had on the eighteenth day of .January, A. I).,
ls:o, being the time of the attachment on the
original writ, of redeeming a certain lot of land situate in said Thorndike and bounded as follows:—
Beginning at the Northwesterly corner of land formerly owned and occupied by Ebenezer Files in said,
Il‘i rods to
Thorndike; thence running
a stake and stones; thence eastwardly about 54 rods
to a fence dividing said land from land of said Files
to a stake and stones; thence northwardly about two
rods tola stake and stones on the south line of land
formerly (or now) owned by Edmund Smith thence
westwardly on said Smith’s south line to the first
mentioned bounds, being the same premises conveyed to Wm. F. Ferguson, by Ed. M. Philbrick, by
deed of mortgage dated .July S, 1SC>:J and recorded in
Waldo Registry. Vol. 12.’}; Fol. 30U.
Jos. Wili.iamSON, Creditor's Att’y.
IRVIV C ALDER WOOD, Sheriff.
Belfast, June 5,1871.

o

•lit'f, Headache, Sour Stomach* Piles
/<.
tri,, it
long standing, Humors. md
arise from an unfualt/u/ stat. ><r fh.• Stoma./>,
/Jotr.
amt fflood,
Which V tillable liools and
Herbs, anil the kin>wh-iut‘ I In u great
suffering hmnanit} man cannot f.•«-I too thankful
t
linn who wisely jnovi.li 1 us wifh all tilings.

OIIEKNn’O!

CLOTH

®

lo

SHATTUCK,

TOOL

o

g

<

At ft Probate Court held at Belfast, with in and tor
the County of NV; ldo, on the second Tuesday of
June, A. D. 1.N71.
II. CUMMINGS, widow of John S. Cummings late of Freedom, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition for an allowance from the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Abbio, give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ol this order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and lor said County, on the second Tuesday
of .July next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
ol said petition should not be granted.
ASA TilUKLOUG11, Judge.
£•<>
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
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subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that she has been duly appointed

BAND,

i,._
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productive State
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V* 111. II Tiir
Mrs. Chin!. < Si, ...
Mr.. Ai. v Snov.,
I*i I. i‘ ('liasi; (iltd
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RAILROAD COMPANY

city and the great and

11 •'in:in.
Ku!l

Joseph Furwell,
(' It. Maliur.l.
Kpliraim IJarn tt,

Are building a trunk lino, connecting New Orleans
with Mobile ou the east, and giving

between the former

(>.

Joseph

1*. t’lll.-v aici V. 11'
Cupt. J. (’r.H'k'T uml ,t>
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A. .v Kiev.
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lint
1

have ever u-a d
K.
-(’litter,

\v>

Agent for Maine, New Brunswick and Nova

Judge ol Probate lor the County

rpiIE
I

CONTAINING

large quan-

lic

And

First time in America :>f a Now and Laughable Pantomime,

buy-

agreed

Spring

With their inimitable

Troupe of Performing Dogs

‘•Spot

as

Goods for two

stores has been

Our

In

Phillips.

General

A

Hinges #r

many pains
lies, wounds and bruises to which tie.-'ll is heir.
I.-* mure
easily applied than many other remedies,
never producing a bad ctlVet, but
always relieving

m

«

YEARS Or EAPKltHKlKE
have nroved, beyond the possibility of a doubt, that
LATH AM’S CATHARTIC EXTRACT is the most
successful and ellectivc remedy extant tor the cure
of Dyspepsia, Constipation, Billiousncss, and diseases emanating from a corrupt state of the blood.
The high estimation it is held in by those of the
medical profession and the thousands who have
already experienced such beneficial results by its use,
should, we think, entitle it to the earnest consi leration ot those who arc so afflicted.
lwaOsp

same

ultvay*

no

at

|

phant.
THE SNOW BROTHERS,

the old

Knif<‘

a

remedy

j

Proprie-

prnpliylacteric against consumption in any

>r $7.50 a half dozen.
Mandrako Pills, 25 cents
For sale by all druggists and dealers.
geo. v. GOODWIN 6c CO., Agents, Boston.

To guard

of

days past

iu

Tin directions for taking the medicines are adapted to
the intelligence even of a child. Follow these directions,
and kind Nature will do the rest, excepting that in some
oases the Mandrake Fills arc to be taken In Increased
doses: the three medicines need no other accompaniments
than the ample Instructions that accompany them First,
create appetite. Of returning health hunger is the most
w elc line symptom.
When it comes, as it will come, let
the despairing at once be of good cheer.
Good blood at
ouoo follow s, the cough loosens, the night sweat Is abated.
In a short time both of these morbid symptoms are gone
Dr. Seheiick's medicines are constantly kept in tens of
thousands of families. As a laxative or purgative, the
Mandrake Fills arc a standard preparation: while the
Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure of coughs and colds, may be

of his monster Air-Ships.

one

against accidents, six of these
MASTODONS OF THE ELEMENTS

assumed the

Having

only

I Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and aye,
must be paid for.]
The Use of Tobacco causes Indigestion, j
In this city, June 10th, Charlie C., youngest child
palpitation, slowness of intellect, a desire for
strong drink, and an intermittent pulse; it do- j ol Capt. C. J. and Mary A. Cottrell, aged years, 10
months
and 10 days.
the
dizof
the
blood, produces
stroys
vitality
ziness, disturbs sleep, makes a man miserable j
and prematurely old. When the diseases are j
SHIP NEWS.
serious and stubborn the best remedy Is Fkl- ;
lows’ Compound
A< counts Atunvisn on Estates «»i -James II.
Syrup of HypopiiosLAirxciiici). At Waldoboro, Mo., 7th inst., from
Files, late of Monroe; George Collins, late of Bel- piiites, as it restores circulation, the nervous the yard of Kdwln Acliorn & Co., sell James Wall,
fast ; James Young, late ol Belfast; Asa Fowles, late ganglia, builds up the muscles, and induces of 1<>7 tons o. m. Ilails from and owned by parties
in St. George, Charles A. drove, master.
healthy River, Heart, Stomach and Intellect.
ol Searsmont; Frank E. Lcvanscller minor; James
II Johnson’s
It. Moody minor; Ansel Kelley minor; Hattie M.
Anodyne Liniment is half as
valuable as
Edgecomb minor; minor heirs of Amaziali Young; be without it.people say it is, no family should
Notice of Foreclosure.
Certainly no person, be he lawItertha I. Warren minor; Octavia Farrington minor;
yer, Doctor, Minister, or of any other profesW illiam F. Yates, late of Freedom.
STATE OF MAINE,
sion, should start on a journey without it. No
Et< knse.s to Sell Real Estates—Minor heirs
Sailor, hisherman, or Woodsman should be
Waldo, ss.
j
Colcord, Berry & Co., of Stockton,
without it. In fact it is needed wherever there
of Amos It. Gilmore, late of Searsmont; Edwin
in the County ol Waldo, and State ol Maine,
is an Ache, Sprain, Cut, Bruise, Cough, or
Goodwin minor; Ezra Warren minor.
on the twentieth day of January, A. D. 1870, by their
Cold.
Allowance Made to Widows on Estates of
duly signed, executed
Mortgage Deed of that date,
delivered, moitgaged to William D. Smart, a
—Samuel A. Webb, late ot Knox ; A. A. Moore, late
Farmers and ‘*I£orsc Men,” are continually and
certain lot or parcel of real estate, situated in said
of Belfast.
enquiring, what we know of the utility of Stockton, and particularly described in said mort“Sheridan’s Cavalry Condition Powders,” and gage, which is recorded in the Itogistry of Deeds
Wills Prorated oi —Ruius Gilmore, late of
in
we would say, through the columns of
olllce, in said County, vol. 151, page 137, which said
Monroe; Nchemiah Johnson, late of Waldo; Samuel thereply
Republican Journal, that we have heard record is hereby referred to for a particular descripN. Blake, late of Wintcrport; Nathaniel Fernald,
from hundreds who have used them with grat- tion of said mortgaged premises. And whereas the
condition of said mortgage having been broken, the
late of Eincolnville; Gilbert 11. Hogan, late of Jackifying results: and that is also our experience. said William D. Smart
hereby claims a foreclosure
son.
Sea Moss Farine from pure Irish Moss for of said mortgage and gives this notice in accordance
Statute of the State of
Commissioners of Insolvency Rerouted on
Blanc Mange, Puddings, Custards, Creams, &<*, with the provisions of ofthe
for the purpose
foreclosing said mortgage.
Estates of—William Clcwley, late of Stockton;
&«*. The cheapest, healthiest, and most deli- Maine,
WILLIAM D. SMART.
cious food in tne world.
William Hodgdon, late of Troy—
3w50
Searsport, June 19,1871.
Fn.ij»

ho, prior to the Circus Exhibition each
at 1 o'clock, P. M., will make a
thrilling

■o-

take

LT*J AS LOST.

CUAUANTEKI) RY OUIt SEAL

♦lie same
which the

To the Honorable
of Waldo.

liar is without

Finger

salve combining soothing ami
you have
HERE
healing properties, with
dangerous ingredA
hand Ibr the
and

ient.

the*
Pitman.
1 he Pitman cannot be
cramped under any circumstances, running equally well in any position, from
horizontal to perpendicular.
This novel invention,
upon THIS MACHINE
only, makes the only flexible finger bar Jyet invented.
1 he adjustable wheel at each end o! the Cutter
liar, together with the flexibility of the bar, enable
if to conform perfectly to uneven
ground.
The knife has a quick motion and short
strokes,
in ah ling the macl line to do good work when it
moves
as slowly as horses or oxen
usually walk.
cordially invito farmers to give this machine
an examination.
For a description of its “peculiar” merits and
features, also recommendations, see our descriptive
circular for 1871, to be had of our local
agents, or
forwarded free on application.
John 15. Page (Kx-Governor of Vermont), Rut“It has more good points than any
land, Vt.. says
other Mower in the market.”
Earl Cartwright, David Brown and Smith Mitchell,
mangle, P.roome Co., N. ^ ., says: “it worked tiptop in every place.”
I. Bran, Canton, Pa,, says: “It is the best on
rough ground of any 1 have ever seen.”
Hie lollowing named
gentlemen are agents lor the
“MEADOW KING.”
Warren Percival, Esq., Cross Hill
Muj. Seward Dill,
Col. William Swett, South Paris,
c. W. W ebber, South Durham,
Farewell & Collin, Thornd.ke.
Ralph Ellingwood, East Thorndike.
K. A. Sanborn, Read Held,
Calvin II. Whitney, North
.Newburgh.

At a Probate Court held at Beltast, within and lor
the County ol Waldo, on the second Ti.osday of
June A. D. ltd.

farewell.

patrons

Tin Mandrake Pills an composed of one of Nature's
Jo>!.1. st Kitts— the Pcdophillum IVltatmn They pn.%all
the blood-?,earchlng, alterative properties id calomel, lull
imlike calomel, they

Estates oi —James
Whiter-late ol 1$. Hast; Joseph Ellis, late ot Broods;
Samuel Tripp, late ol Sears port; Ezra Abbott, late
ot Jackson; John S. Cummings, late of Freedom;
Adaline Phinney an insane person ; Edward Goodwin, a minor.
Iwkmohiks

leave to bid

r..

Gage’s Skill.

J. Randall,
Monroe, Me.

their

lossniPTiox.

tilVEX ;

W'm. It. Wellman, of Rockland, ha l been
a ill i« ■:
1 with livi
complaint, rheumatism, Ac.,
vNioch medieliio tailed to relieve; restored in a
very -horl time.
Mi-.- I. .1. Randall, Monroe, Me., weak and
■■•nlrneb’d limh si\ years; wore an artificial
limh ■"> \vars ; two operations and w;i> walking
•ib'iut t" the astonishment of all.
s.
A rev. lioeklaml, little daughter atilieted
with three discharging sores upon thigh as large
a- hand: perfectly healed in a short time.
Mrs.
•la-, dame-on. heart disease, cured. Mrs. I>.
Barber, Vinalhaven, cured of catarrh. (Jeo.
Ha-sett. <n. china, cured id scrofula on head
and ho»iv do year* standing. Mrs. Win. Crossman, < hina, tumor on face Id years, removal.
< lailin T.
and nervous
Sprowl, Bristol,
pn»st ration; had not worked for two years;
eurctl.
Mrs. Me-ervy, Jeffer.-on, Me., lame for
a
long time; cured by two visits. Mrs. lOunicc
(.ray. Montville, helped or cured of chronic
mirtibs. IS I*. Prescott, China, enlargement in
hand size of an egg, cured. Win. Cooper.
Burnham, lame shoulder, could not put hand
to head, cured. Mrs. A. M. Priest. IS Vassalboro', impaired vision, cured, c.
Bussell,
Warren, wonderfully helped of heart disease
and neuralgia. Mrs. IS Richards, \ malhaven.
Me., liyer and .stomach derangements, general

Yours, with much gratitude,

city, beg

this iimi

The Seaweed Toni*. in conjunction ivitli the Pills, per
meates and assimilates with the food. C’hylilieatimi ii
w progressing, without its previous tortures.
Digcitinu
I.eeomes painless, and the cure is seen t>> hi- at hand.
Hi. re is no more flatulence, no ..exacerbation of the st
mad:. An appetite sets in.
New comes the greatest Pdood Purifier ever yet given
h\ an indulgent father to suffering man. fcjehcnck'.s Pulmimie Syrup comes in to perform its functions an.I to
ii. ntt n and complete the cure, it enters at once upon its
w.u k.
Nature cannot be cheated, it collects and ripens
the impaired and diseased portions of the lungs. In the
form of gatherings it prepares them for expectoration,
audio! in a very short time the malady is vanquished,
the rotten throne that it occupied is renovated and made
new, and the patient, in all the dignity of regained vigor,
steps forth to enjoy the manhood or womanhood that was

Gage.

Moxhoe, Me., dune 1st, 1S71.
l»i;(iA(ii:. Dear Sir:
In answer to your
letter of inquiry, I am happy to inform you that
1 slill have the perfect use of my limb, and am
entirely cured of my lameness, and 1 know not
how to express my gratitude to you, for had it
Mot been for your timely aid 1 should have vet
been a cripple, as I had been for 0 years.
!
would also inform you that my uncle, Jacob
of
China
who
cured
of
Randall,
Village,
you
dyspepsia, is still enjoying good health. He
says he never has seen a sick day since your
treatment last January.

establishment in

■

weakness and prostration on little exercise,
cured. Hundreds of cures equally wonderful
could he given, but we have already occupied
sullicient space, and offered ample e\idence to
Mi-tain his claim to the confidence of the alliicted.
An Extraordinary Cure.

witness the

this

SIIII'LE

LEAVtl NO MTINU UEUINO."
The v.v.rk of euro is now beginning. The vitiat'd and
i. in i-us il* posits in the Imw Is and in the alimcntai
i.iThe liver, like .1 eh-ck, is wound up. It
ji.t 1 am (•jeotcil.
a: a: «s fmmits torpidity.
The stomach acts respond vlv
an ! till' patient begins to led tliul In i., getting, at la.it
A
Sl'PPLV OF * OOOO ItLOOl).

debility

\n establishment.

r.

Evidence of Dr.

More

SCIIEMKS
JEilVT.lIEM.
II.

*•

debility.

put upon the road
vfeiivj\
11d inoiriiiIi, i• nt ear*, aimary
and .iniin.ih ever ! I'.,re -e,-n in these

e\Inhiletl. and

''

!

Dr.

JOSEPH

The Seawfvd Tauivand Mandrake Pills are tin• tii a two
weapons with w hidi the einu'n 1 of the malady is assailed
Tin -thiols of tiic eases of consumption originate in d
With this
pep-iii and a functionally disordered liver
eoututiou the bronchial aibes "sympathize" with the
sioinai ii.
They respond to t.he nmrbiiie aetion .f the
liver, n,.]-,. then comes t ie culminating result, and the
ei tim; in, with ail its distressing
symptoms, ef

i;.n, Mk,, .July
IS70. l>r. <> u;k.
Since your treatment of my wife at
A
; Rockland, for a bail cough, general
I would sincerely
j she has got entirely well.
recommend all atilieted to consult you. You
will always have the best wishes of
Your obedient servant,
Smith Hopkins.

have been

aid

laim*u> Prim

! in-

mini,

mtiv.-mu
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by

t
iimhi
ar

-in-nek has in his own case proven that wluresufficient vitality remains, that vitality, h\ his nn-dieim s and his directions l<>r their use, is quickened imo
healthful vicar.
In this statement tlieie is nothing iirosuni]>tu<>ns.
To the faith
f the invalid is made no representation
that is nat u thousand times substantiated hy living and
\isiMe wi.rks. T!ie theory at t.iv cure by l»r. Selieiiek's
tnvilH-inns is as simple as it is unfailing.' lti phiinsaplo
requires tin argument, k i>. self assuring, scli-coh-

Yin

wonder lia- appeared
idPh.aud it i-. ii» |«—; a j
iiw -.11 < • liiI>in:11i>,11 under j

the

ina -Id

nj• i’i

II

i:;. in,

1’. i

ii.

mi.,..:

than llie
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tin
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Cure

its

In

Dear Sir:

am,lie

make-

;-i

!e

in

,rial, hut

m

'Hindi
“i

W i>lo

1

Dr.

since

was no

ever

Dr. <;\.;i:.
Sir:
China. 'Mr...duly r», D70.
I saw yi,u at tin* Mansion House, in Augusta,
1 told
last Augualyou if I got well ot m\
I
latm-m-'s. you should hear from me again.
was allli d.al with deep uleers on my limbs and
lameness wliich hud compelled me to w alk with
I will now inform you
rut.-lies fifteen years.
that
>.ii made a perfect cure in my ease, the
sore- heaiing without a drop of Medicine.
You
.-an | tblish this, if you please, and i! any one
disbelieves iln- statement 1 will send you tIn-f a dozen witnesses to prove its truth,
naim
't -iifs trulv.
Mlis. A. Hanson.

j

Uarnum's Great Show.
! I

Witness for

who has conducted the store

availed themselves of his wonderfully efficacious
nii'iliciiics, they would not have fallen.

V imdbaven. Me.

:a

ITtKVF.XTn’E,

human living lias passed r.wnv, for w hoso death
other reason than the neglect of known
means of cure. Those noaraiul
family and friends are sleeping the dreamless
into which, had lln-v calmly adopted

Tim
Ths*

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of said petition, with this order
thereon, to be published three weeks suceos$i\< !v in
the Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to he In Id
at the Probate ullice in Belfast aforesaid, on the
second Tuesday of July next, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and show cause, it any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
ASA TTILKLOFUH, Judge.
A true Copy. Attest— B. P. Fn:i.i>, Register. :;w.‘»n

and

•'

u

ITS

indisputably proved

fi>l£.
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lln-

ini

■!
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1
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Tit art

j

1

mtK

This Mower having been in use live seasons —sat
iicient ly long to enable us to correct ail
iinpe.feetions incident to the construction of a New Machine
we new offer to farmers the MEADOW KING as’
the most simple and practicable mower in use.
For strength, simplicity of construction, lightness
oi draught, durability and ease ot
management, it
cannot be surpassed.

Determined to coniine ourselves, as heretofore, to
the use ot yarns spun from the choicest and si longest Flax, by the best machinery
obtainable; uniform
in weight and elasticity—manufactured and bleached
under our own superintendence: -theconsumer will

At a Court of Probate, held at
lor the County of Waldo, on
of June, A. 1). lsri.

Town Committee.

By J. H. SCHENCK, M. D.

1

1

Per Order.

imo s'«

credits of said deceased arc not. sufficient to answer
his just debts and charges ol Administration, by the
sum of twenty-five thousand dollars.
Whkuki-'okk your petitioner pray vour honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey at public
auction or private sale so much of the'roal -fate
ol said deceased, as will satisfy his dents, and incidental charges of administration.
WM. II. lU KIM!,!,,

1*140* l*E< "T.
lie I h mocrats of Prospect are
requested to nn et at the School House in His. No. 3.
on Friday the :::d day ot .June, at
1 o’clock P.
M., tortile purpose of choosing delegates to attend
tin' State Convention at Augusta on the "7th mst.

l.I.II!

> a c si a

County, deceased, respectfully represents that, the goods, chattels and

tort are

Bigamy.

Jail fo'*

Mannractnreat l.v (IBCGC, PLYBR *
<«*•> YruuiaBilmrp, i<w York.

an examination.
MRS. A. I.. RICHARDS,
MISS Al'GUSTA SOUTH WORTH.
.Junes, 1871.
:t\v4S

estate

1

An

KING”

MOWING MACHINE,

&c., &c.
M
reel ourselves called on again to ( Al
lo\
CONSLMKRS against the indiscriminate use of
Irish fabrics made
up to imitate our goods in (old.
trade mark, and general
appearance, and to warn
them, that their only safeguard is to see that the
authentic seal ot our firm,
d. N. RICHARDSON, SONS &
OWDKN,
is stamped on each article.

CARD OF EXPLANATION.

I ItllEKT.

IXL FIREWORKS
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pound halibut. \
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SPECIAL NOTICES

j

vvi !

EVENT OF THE PERIOD!
Mastodon of 1871

public

j

i

CIRCUS.

j
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STONE & MURRAY

A'■it, .Wednesday, Juno 21, is? 1.
into
11
'.o*'to 11.00 Hound 11 off,
or* to o.oo Clear S't roi k* JO to
to o.oo Mutton per lb. C> to
7
l.ioto l.ir. Lamb per lb. 1 'J to
1G
to o.oo Turkey per lb. 20 to
**.'*
to ?.'• Chicken per lb. 20 to
2.'
Hurley,
•J.oo to ,’..f»o Duck per lb.
2G to
On
Ceese per lb.
1G to
Marrowfat IVas
is
Oats,
Hay per ton, $21 to 20
Lillie,
§1.20 to ou
Washcn Wool lo to GO
Dried Apples,
00 to 0.00 Unwaa’d
:i;l to
4o
Cooking, uo,
l’ulled
15 to
00
liutter,
00 Hides,
•Jo t o
Gl-2 to
G
Choose,
is
alt Skins, 1G 2-:i to 00
i: to
Kg«s,
Lard,
Sheepskins l.Ooto $‘2
Beet,
Wood, hard,ir-G.GO to ti.no
A|*'ls, iialilwill, 0.00 to 0.00 Wood, soli, §4.uo to oo
o Dry Pollock,
I to
to
G
Voal.
MO
10 Straw,
10
$s> to
Dry Coil,
lit

one of the most remarkable exhibitions of the
P-'Wri ol healing disease by manipulation <n11:1>11 Lini n'.
All. nli.'tt in rall. il to llu-udiirred \ the rooms of Dr. Cage, at the Ameri(i \ II
I| li d-oil. S..|]s ,v Uw.Ji II,
nil It’
can House, in this city on Friday
i:i-1.
Mrs.
M uisiield ■»(' Winterport was brought to the
ii.i\ iii
pur-mM tli .>1! world >!ylo ol m
!
>i-dor's
in
rooms
a
In
chair,
en
unabie
having
:-'i ••/
piitai ion f. y heir good-. a tv
t" walk tor three years.
She received trealiin
maintain i: in tin Amern m nu nt and was so much benetited that on the
!'• I'.
I a* o' bueii- aii- !In' host that ran hr
following day (dune 17th) she was able to walk
down stairs to the earriage
n\ iih < Miaordinary
pains in material and : lroiu her room and and
is improving so rapidly
without assistance,
-mandiip, and tin- ittriitL'H •*! d.-al-n and I that, her friends are sanguine
of her full retillir,
rallrd to tll. lii.
cover.
■

the oreat

MimI,
Rye M. *1,

i'»

Remarkable

IMIK EK

“MEADOW

!

Irish Linens, Damasks, Linen Cambric ll.niilkwliirls,

Corn

a

Horn*s liwry stable,
Mu
I I in »»l 111 i* rmiayr driven into
bvi-t. uni w ill probably die.
••if.

j

mm*.

RLEA NT

JULY 1st, Summer
Millinery

MISS SAWYERS SALVE.

T U E

OF

Delias!,

STOXK A MURRAY.
1w
Wn.DiiU, (Jen. Agt.

\V.

-I.

OPENING

respectfully invite

in the State of Maine.

Cancer Cured by Dr. Gage.
Belfast, dune 20, IsTl.
Mu. Khinn:Sav to tie afllicted that I was
i,red 1-v Dr. Gage about one year ago, of what
was pronounced a Cancer which was threatening the destruction of one of my eyes. I had cml• J«*> ed several physicians, but all to no purpose,
until 1 consulted Dr. Gage, who cured me as
abovi spited, and without medicines.
Hoping
this brief statement may prove a blessing to 11>>
afflicted.
1 remain. Yours truly
Mus. M \k\ Cook.

the

on

Yours with gratitude,
Mi.s. A. d. How

IK

carringes
I'liom .-Jon :m.l Uo •Idr.nd, on
in«»:■. lli«
riipauts of tint- rarringe
•il! ’hr *wn «»ti! .• i-f iitinn I.
.Mi" Annie
I Ik rinr loll. it.iiI li
w n.-t iVarl nivd; the other,
M
1
M n sli.w.i
roiisiderahly bruised,
1

Afflicted.

NE„

T> 1CCKIVKD THIS MORNING 1»KR STRAMFR
1 1. Cambridge, a very choice and beautiful
variety

Tin1 ill>0vc rewind will be paid for (lie arrest
and conviction of any person found altering,
changing, or interfering in any manner with the
dates on the posters, programmes, or bills of
Stoxk A- MrisuAV's Cincrs; or for the arrest
of any person who may be detected in endeavoring to procure parties to perform such work.
The same reward will be paid for the arrest of
any one who may represent himself to be an
agent tor Stone A: Murray, empowered with
authority to alter the dates as fixed in advertisements now appearing in numerous papers in
tho State, or for the arrest and conviction of
any person or persons issuing handbills or other
advertisements calculated to convey the impression that Stone A .Murray have changed their
route or altered their dates. The route of the
(iui'.AT Sionk A: Mi'iaav Cii;<rs, having
been determined on.
me time since, and widely announced, the public may rest assured that
no change has been contemplated, and that
whenever they are advertised to appear they
will positively exhibit on the day and date set
down. The following route has been adopted
and will be strictlv carried outPortland. June
•J.‘!d; Lewiston, 21th : «Jardiner. *J»ith ; Augusta.
27th: Waldoboro. 2sih; Rockland, 29tli; C’amden.hOlh; llella<t. .lulv 1st; Ibmgor. ud and 4 th :
Rueksporl, All): Rllsworth, nth; < 'herryfield, 7 ;
Maehias. sih; Pembroke, 10th; lvistport, lltli;
Calais, 12th and Kith; and immediately thereafter through all thf principal towns and cities

Belfast, dune 20, isTl.

d a V of A11
KonT in -day ofOetober: Waldo, 1st
.lanmrv: A ro.astook. Itb Tuesday
W dd. d;-.I | >if<da\ o! April.

all-

BELFAST

SATURDAY,

Gage, the widely-known Natural Physi-

I'i
Ol

1'nosd

AT

Record,

whose success throughout Maine for the
past throe seasons, is unparalleled, has again
returned to the State, and has taken parlors at
his old quarters at the American House, Belfast,
from dune loth until about the 1st of duly,
which will give the afllicted an ample opportunity to avail themselves of his valuable service
P is evident he has a method ot great
merit lr«.m the crowds of patients visiting him
daily, and the. extraordinary success lie has in
tin treatment of all manner of chronic or lingering disease, many of his cures almost working on the miraculous. For the satisfaction of
some we subjoin the following as a test of his
ability to cure the most stubborn and complieatcian.
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the following classes of
people:
.Hfcni.W'lC, who, from his constant in
door labors, not having siiH'icicnt access t,. tin*
bracing ami refreshing air out of iloors, become *
weakened at the stomach, nervous, pale and sickle,
his food not relishing nor properly digesting, lie
should take these Hitters, and freely too, in *n
tier to get his system up, right and strong, and m
prime condition to go through the warm weather
in good shape, with his constant daily labors. The

exhilarating and cleansing power of the Dock
lioot. Dandelion, Poplar, and Prickly Ash 15aik,
is what will bring him up, and make him, ph\ -i
The
rally speaking, oner more a man!
MILL 01*12 It ATI Via will lind this Medicine
the very thing t cleanse the hlood and strengthen
the system, and tvr// mild and ldeasant to tat<>
The PALI! A.\l» OAT'K ItGAI TlI I L
LAIH lias but t > take this compound freely, and
she will be speedily restored to health,
beauty
nml buoyancy The llOAEST FAltMHK.
the CLERLVMAA and LA1VYEK. and
MEA OF SElUATAllY IIARITS- this
is your Medicine! After once using it, you will
never be without it.
It will improve you twentylive per cent. The MAKIAEH will lind it the
best medicine in the world for bis use; it makes
him, while at sea, hearty and rugged, and capable
of great endurance and exposure; and wln-u on
shore, it renovates liis blood, and restores and repairs his system.
The Largoit Rottle* the Lowest Price,
and the most Kfleetunl Remedy
in the World.
Diploma awarded by the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association.
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Bole Proprietor of IM-. E. R. Clarke's Vojjrtuble Sherry Wine Hitters.
Formerly
manufactured in Sharon, Mast*.
CAUTION EXTRA_Owing to the great
and side of these Hitters, worthless imimay come up in the market, hut as you
value your life and health, be sure and get the genuine Sherry Wine Bitters. See that the Portrait of
I>r. Clarke and my facsimile signatures are upon
the label of each bottle. .No other is genuine.
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SOLD BY DEALERS IN
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A mountain-pass so narrow that a man
Hiding that wav to Florence, stoppm", can
•.i• 11 with hi' hands the rocks on either side,
\i'd pluck ilu !*■ >w'(*r> that in the crannies hide :
II*
"u Hood Friday, centuries ago,
M' allied and armed. .John
Ciualhcrto met his

foe,
'i "anted and armed as well, but riding down
.he lair city from the Woodland brown,
r
1 In- way and that wav swinging his

jewell’d

whip,

A ray old love-song on Ids careless lip.
An accidental meeting—yet the sun
Fumed on their brow- as if it had been one
« •:
deep design, ><* deadly was the look
‘f mutual hate their olive laces took.
\> knightly courtesy forgot in wrath)
Neither wi ti!d vield his enemy the path.
“Hack."* cried (iualherto. ‘•Never?*" yelled

his

i bn at its close, when Gualherto stopped to rest.
Hi- heel was planted on 1.i> foreman's breast:
And, looking up, the falling courtier sees,
\s in a dream, gray rocks and waving trees
I let .re bi> glazing eyes begin to tloat.
While (iuaiberto'.s'abre glitters at his throat.

Thirty

die. base wretch!” tin* victor fiercely
erics.
Mis heart of hate outllashiug from his eyes,
“Never again, by the all-righteous Lord,
shalt thou with life, escape this trusty >word!
Ilevengc is sweet!” And upward flash'd the
steel,
lint e'er it fell—dear Lord! a silvery peal
< m voices,
chanting in the town below,
L"'e. like a fountain's spray, from spires of
ud chimed, and chimed, to die in echoes slow.

I it tie- 'Wirt sih iice following the sound.
tiiialberto and the man upon the ground
dared at each other with bewildered eves,
\ n> 1 then the latter, struggling to arise,
Made one last eifort, while his face grew dark
With pleading agony; “(fualberto! hark!
1 he chant—the hour—you know the olden
I'lie monks below intone Our Lord's dear Passioii.
»li! by this cross*’—and here he caught the hilt
1 »i liiialberto's
sword"—and bv the blood once

spilt

I pon it tor us both long years ago,
Korgiw—lorget—and spare your fallen foe!”
fhe la*
that bent above grew white and set,
I'lie bps were drawn, the brow bedew’d with
lint "ii the grass the harmless sword was tiling,
\ud stooping down, the generous hero wrung
The outstretched hand. Then, lest he lose con-

trol
1 'I the half-lamed
passion ,,1 his soul.
Tied lip the pathway, tearing casque and coat,
I
a-e the throbbing
tempest at his throat—
I e .1 up the crags, as it a fiend pursued.
Nor paused until he reached the chapel rude.
i••. in the cool, dim stillness, on hi'knees.
mbling. he lliug' himself, and, startled, si e>
m the rock, a eriicili.Y antique,
I i«*in which the wounded Cliri'f bend' down
to 'peak :
/bon Ict't done well, (iilulberto. For my sake
Thou didst tbrgi\e thine enemy: now take
M\ gracious pardon for thy years of 'in.
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For he -aid, ‘’I may not tarry
Though she’s fair,
h

mo-t unwise to nnirry.
And wed care.
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was

eame a

letter—

sting!
now thought better
< >f the tiling.
poor—less hrave than others—
Would she not

Forgive, forget, and share another’s
Happier lot?
Bark
She

soon eame the answer
< >h torn heart!)
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sert an advertisement in Kitfht ■IuimIi,imI
American XeH»iiai»er» iorWix ltvllar»
One Aim* om- wv.k wilt ce.-t m\
line per w*ek.
co>t IW« 1\<- Poll..i>, an
\vo lines will
Dollars,
Ten lines will cost Sixtv Dollar-. Semi tor a I nut
Address UK<>. 1‘. liO\VI-.U. \ '"
ed Fist.
»«tk.
Advertising Agents, No. 11 Park Itew, New
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Arthur Bane!

return'd, returned to meet her
Fairer yet:
Baler, graver, hut still sweeter
Through regret
As he watched the vivid lhishes
He

’Neath each curl.
“She loves yet,” he said, "she
1 learest girl!”
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You’re aware
That’s my husband and my baby
Coming there?”
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Campbell,

and

were solely to blame for the disaster.
The engineer’s body was found pinned to
t lie boiler of his engine, the bodies of the
conductor and immigrant among tho debris. The engineer and lireman of No. 9
were injured
slightly, but no dangerous
results are apprehended,
liy the coolness
ol the operator, Mr.
Allen, a more frighllul calamity was averted.
Had No. 20
been allowed to run
along the main line,
she would have struck the Pullman
carat
the end ot the express, and the loss
of
hie would probably have been ten times
than
is
now
greater
chronicled. A (meat
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cars were
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And lor this reason; it is an exact counterpart «•!
on*1 of the most valuable natural medicines in the
We refer to the great Selte/.cr Spring oi
wurhi.
(iermuny, to which thousands of the dyspeptic, the
billiou.-, the rheumatic, and the victims «>t venal
diseases resort annually, and return to their homeconvalescent or cured. The Aperient is one of !lie
tirst and by far the most successful of all the eiioi:
made to reproduce, in a portable form, the popular
miueral waters ot Europe. Wee iliac ion purcliawe only the genuine article.
SO hi) liY ALL DRUCKHSTS.
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PAP HR COLLARS,

TO CONSUMPTIVES
LIME AND SODA,
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Consumption
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For IN1IAL\TI« »N ^jtl out application of IIFAI.
remarkably A 1.1' *5I.K discovery aa the whole
can he cairn d in the vest pocket, ready at
lor the most elli dual and positively cura-
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TAR & MANDRAKE PILLS,

Woodward,

51 Main Stivct, ]>elfas{, Maine.

j For use in connection with the KM XI It 1 A It is
combination <d the TWO most valuable AI.TKItAT1YK Medicines known in the Profession, and
renders this i*i11 without exception the very hc.-t
Send

11 !>>
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lor

Circular

Druggi

L

trCOKNlMPTIVEN! INVALIDS! do
not tail to give this celebrated Remedy an immediate
trial. You will be charmed and surprised at its
beneficial effects. 1’iice One Dollar pi r
prompt and
bottle. Sold by all druggists.

I.

or

IMNITIVi:

ot
to

F. HYDE &

o ‘31 I'liilicotf
All letters requiring a-lvie,
lar to insure an ansu er
boston, dan. 1 1 >.

IK i;si

CO.,

I Bools, Shoos,

SOLE PROPRIETORS,
no /:. lw. ,S7„ .v, u- y,
i

mn-t

.•

j, The.Qreat.Biodp

Special att»Tilion paid

Kid Gloves and all kinds of Cloths and
removes Paint,Grease, Tar, kc.tinstantiy
without the least injury to the finest fabric. s< id
FKA
by Druggists and Fancy Goods Dealers.
Bat clay St., i\Vw
GUAM SAPOL IKN K CO.,
York, lit La Salle St., Chidngo.

Invented by the late Bishop Soklic, is creating a
revolution in the cure of Sciatica, Rheumatism,
Nkukalcia, Kidney and Spinal Complaints,
Soke Throat, Sprains, &c. The cures e flee ted
by it are almost beyond belief. Try it, use nothing
else, and ?ou will be cured. It is the only cure for
that (Inartful disease, Sciatica.
F.
For sale by Druggists, price §l..r»u per bottle.
\V. RYDKLl & SON, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.

smashed up, and the two

virtually destroyed.

Six hundred acres is called a farm in
Texas, anything less titan that a field.

The old fashioned name for “blonde”
is towhead.

ft/) ‘beware of

!Pi*hh
K

MILL 1*A1 AOMTN A NILARY OF *IO I'KK MEEH and
E\|H*u«(‘«,or ullow a largo commission lo soli our
new and wonderful inventions.
Address M. WA(INKll & CO., Marshall, Mich.
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Savings

IS Till-:

“A penny saved is
made

DEPOSITS
month, will

he

Bank-

oil

a

or

penny earned.”
bt-fore the 1st of any

placed upon interest every

month, (except .May and November) and interest
computed upon the same in June and December.
Deposits received daily at tin- thinking Room,
from1.* to 1'.’ A. M.,ainl
to t 1*. M. Saturdays trotn
A.51.
.JOHN 11. (JU1MKV, Treas. ASA I AI
ID Hastf July 1 :t, l.sfo.
It to b!

NCI0, Drest.
td

FOR AI.fi with Stencil
Address A. K. (Jkaha.m. Spring-

Boston, .July i.*5,1«7U.

ok Woman,”
new work, addressed

buy

SEX,
Coun-

entitled “Tin: Transmission ok Life,
sels on the Nature and Hygienic ok the
Masculine Function.”
Nothing like it has ever
before been written. Its language is unmistakable;
its tone is tbe highest; its diction the purest. The
demand will be Immediate and immense. We want
a Lire Agent for each town and city, without
delay.
Write for circulars
Single copy sent prepaid for
with testimonial's, full contents, t« rins, &c., to (lien.
M. Smith & Co., Fub’rs, ilostou, Mass.

A MILLION DOLLARS.
Shrewd but quiet men can make a fortune by
vealing the secret ot the business to no one.

re-

.4. MS. CANPAR.
O** Broadway, few York.

AMCB,
II., successfully
treats all classes of Chronic and Acute Diseases.
JW.
Send
lor circular containing
and
ff.

•

stamp
testimonials.

Address Itok

particulars

5120, New York.

EfHALWIOf and
PHYSICAL
A. whole Sexual Science in man and woman.

stamp for pamphlet.

A
A

Clergyman,

lJox 2000, lloston 1’. <).

the
Send

CARD.

while

residing in South America at
? “V,®i1‘onary, discovered a safe and simple remedj
Nervous
Weakness, Early Decay
^ure*i0<
and Seminal Organs, am
Hri”arv
the whole train of
disorders brought on by banefu
and vicious habits.

Great numbers have been curec
a desire U
i>romPted
benefit the afflicted and unfortunate,by
I will send tin
recipe lor preparing and using this medicine, in »
sealed envelope, to any one who needs it free o,
charge. Address Jos. T. Inman, Station 1), liibl
House, N. Y. City.

J>y-t£l8..n0b,®!r.eiSedyJ*

ACUBWTS WAITED, Male and
♦.Jv/VF Female, to sell two articles as salable as
Flour, and needed In every family. Samples sent
tree by mail, with terms to clear $5 to $10 per
day.
This is no gift enterprise or humbug, but they are
new articles of real merit.
Header, if you want
profitable and honorable enjoyment, send on your
name and post-oflice
addre.-s, and receive full particulars, with sample free, by return mail. Address
3m-ls
N. H. WHITE, Newark, New Jersey.

M

!
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i,

1 lie* originator of fins wonderful medicine, claims
to have discovered and conihincdin harmony more
of Nature’s most sovereign medical properties than
was ever before combined in one medicine.
The
evidence of this tact is iound in the great variety id
most obstinate diseases which if has been found to
conquer. In the cure of I’.ronchitisj Severe Coughs,
and in the early stages ol Consumpf ion, it has astonished the medical faculty, and hundreds of tin* best
physicians pronounce it the greatest medical discovery ot the age. While it cures the severest Coughs,
it strengthens the system and purities the blood, liy
its great ami thorough blood purifying properties, it
cures all llumor from the worst Serolula to a common P.lotch, Pimple or Kioption. Mercurial
Disease,
Mineral Doisons, Syphilitic and Ventral Diseases,
ami their effects are eradicated and vigorous health
and a sound constitution established, erysipelas
Salt Kheiim, Scald Head, Fever Sores, Scaly or
Kough Skin, in short, all the numerous diseases
caused by bail blood, are conquered by this powerful,
purifying and invigorating medicine. Fur “Liver
.Complaint,-’ Kilious Disorders and Habitual Constipation, it has produced hundreds of perfect and permanent cures where other medicines had failed.
The proprietor oilers ?l,oou reward for a medicine
that will equal it in the cure ot all the diseases for
which it is recommended.
Ueware of counterfeits
and worthless imitations. See that my private Government Stamp, which is a positive guarantee of
Genuineness, is upon the outside wrapper. This
medicine is Sold by Druggists at !?l.(.o per bottle.
Prepared by It. V. PIFIt^K.M. I)., Sole Proprietor,
at his Chemical Laboratory, 1Seneca street,
lOw-id
Kuffulo, N. Y.
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ION,

B. & M. II. L. II. 11
is iikkeijy given to
tiie
Stockholders in tin- IIOfuHt «V lTloo*u>.
I hum I
Hail BKoad Coitipaii.r, that
the annual mooting will be held at the Court Iiou.se,
in ltellast, on Weilne.ail:iy, July f>, 1871, at 10 o'clock
in the forenoon, to act upon the following matters,

TllO.Yl AM would give notice to the public generally that he has returned to the city of
Belfast, where he will continue to manufacture ami
sell the AMERICAN CANKER AND SCROFULA
SYRUP.
Take notice all orders lor Medicine, address D1L
NELSON THOMAS, Box 187.

Notice

First. To hear the Reports ol the Directors and
Treasurer ol said Corporation.
Second. To Elect nine (*.*) Directors foi the ensuing
<

Third.

To transact any other business that may
properly come before said meeting.
I'er Order ol Directors.
JOHN 11. (jl’IMUY, Clerk,
It. & JH. II. E. K. U.
Hellast, June 5, ls71.
4\v48

Discovery.

Dll.

Price, $1.00

per Bottle. Six Bottles
for $4.00.
All orders promptly attended to, when the money
is sent in advance. Agents, William O. Poor & Son,
Bellast; S. A. Howes & Co., Belfast; Crosby & Co.,
Depot,) Bellast; Levi M. Robbins, Rock(Opposite
land; Oco. «J. Robinson, Thomastou; W, L. Alden,
ami B. T. Bradbury, Bangor; Oeo. Parcher, and S. (i.

Wiggius,

Ellsworth.
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TETTR!

ITCH!! ITI'li!!!

Fiysipelas, Scald Head, Itingworms, Ulcers, Hums,
Salt ltheuiu, Chillhlains, Scalds, Pimples, I'.Iotclu s,
Frosted lambs, Inliaincd F>es, Files, and all Eruptions of the Skin.
Also good for Scratches on
Warranted to Cure or Money Refunded.
For sale by all Druggists and country stores.
F. B. HIESKKLL, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
<i. <’. Coodwin & Co., Wholesale Agents, Its Hanover Street, Boston, Mass.
Price
cents per
Box.
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Maiiliooil: How Lost, How Restored.
Just, published, a new edition ol ■•«*.
Ciilvvrn^U'ft <’<-l«-ln-aI<*d Eft*
Nay onthcrm/tcaf cfm‘(without medicine) of Stkioi vrouRH«i:A, or Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, I.mpotks( y Mental ami Physic al Incapacity,! mpcdimenls
to Marriage, etc; also, Consumption, Kpii.kpsy,
ami Fits, induced by sell-indulgence or sexual ex-

travagance.
49s* 1'rice, in

a sealed envelope, only <• cents.
'L’he celebrated author, in this admirable essay,
dearly demonstrates from a thirty years’ successful
practice, that the alarming consequences ot sellabuse may be radically cured without the dangerous
use of internal medicine or the application of the
knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once simple,
certain, and effectual, by means of which every
sufferer, no matter what his condition may be, may
cure himself cheaply, privately, and radically.
«-Thi8 I.ccture should be in the hands of every
youth and every man in the land.
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, postpaid on receipt of six cents, or two post

stamps.
Also, DR. CULVEKWELL’S “Marriage Guide,”
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CANCERS!
Du. Knight’s new treatment tor Cancer* surpasses all others now in use, It cures without knife,
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or retail at the low est market price by
A. J. HARlilMAN & CO.,
No. 60 Main St.
Belfast, Maine.
Feb. 14, 14*71.
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On and aft«T JUNE 5th, next,
passenger trains
will leave Belfast lor Boston and Portland, at 8.30
A. M.—at 7 P. M., connecting at Burnham with
night Express with l*ulliiiiiii Mlee|iiug Car
attached, for Portland and Boston.
K right Train leaves at <5 A. M,, connecting at
Burnham at 8.30 A. M., with mixed train lor Bangor
and Dexter.
Trains are due at Belfast—At 7.10 A. M. Night
Express from Boston, (this train will arrive every
morning except Mondays). At 0.45 P. M. Mail
Train from Portland and Boston. Freight Train, at
5 P. M.
Through Tickets will be sold to Boston and baggage checked through, and to nil Stations on any ol
tin- lines managed by this company.
EDWIN NOY ES, Sup’t.
L. L. LINCOLN, Ass’t Sup't.
H i?
1871.
May 27,,
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The location is more accessible to all part.- <>( A> w
York and Brooklyn than any other house in the
city. The ltroadway stages pass the Hotel every
three minutes besides various lines of street ears,
one of which intersects every other route in New
York.
It being hut two blocks from Fulton Ferry, mako
it. >!
it convenient lor those wishing to isit the
Churches," as from this Kerry diverge all the priii
cipa! railroad routes in the city ol Brooklyn.
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Cor. FULTON AND WATER STS.
IS'i.ai: I'Yi.Ton Fkkkv, N i;\V YOUR.
m
This well known ami tuvonte 1 i«• 1 1 lets recently
boon renovated, remodeled and furnished new and
elegantly throughout. It is kept on tlit* Fuiivpean
plan, and has ample accomodation lor lour hundred

Kartli Closet, which is a substitute for
tlu* water-clost t or common privy, urn! places within reach ot all, rich ainl poor, in town and in the
country, a simple means lor providing, in the house,
a
coinlortahle private closet, affording
comfort,
neatness and health.
Prices $y to
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E. BARBIER & CO.,
Ollier at H. F. WFI.LS'S Fancy tim.d Store, No.
Main Street, ltelfast.
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NO CAPITALIST IS TOO RICH
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Dr. Dow, since 1st."), having routined hs whole attention to an office practice for the cure ot Private
Diseases and Female Complaints;acknowledges no
superior in the United States,
N. 1». All letters must contain one dollar, or
1 they will not he answered,
office hours from s A. M. toll p. M.
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I'll. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 F.ndieott street. Poston, is consulted daily lorall diseases
incident to the female system, Prolapus Uteri or
Falling of the Womb, Fluer Albus, Suppression,
and other Menstrual Derangements, are all treated
on m \v pathological principles, and
speedy relief
guaranteed in a lew days.
So invariably certain is
the new inode of treatment, that most obstinate
complaints yield under it, and the all’icted person
soon rejoices in perleet health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt hud greater experience in
the. cure ot diseases of women than any other
phvsician in Boston.
Boarding accommodations tor patients who may
"i'h to stay in Boston a tew days under his tnat-

positive cure for Dyspepsia, Constipation.
Indigestion, bilious Complaints, and all
Diseases having their origin in an
impure state of the blood.
lyrlt'.
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To Females in Delicate Health.

bPRING and

d< sirous of bettering their
condition, all who desire to make money in
connection with other business if you choose disof an article entirely new, nothing of the
;ind before the public. A rare’chance lor live, energetic persons. For full particulars and instructions,
address, inclosing fifteen cents and stamp, IIFUBEBT C. SUNDF.ltLAND, Lock Box, G.» », Providence, It. I.
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conveyancing and examination of titles of Keal Fstate; The payment
ot taxes; or The collection and investment ot monhe purchase and sale ot Lots and Lunds in the
ey
city of .Saint l’aul, or elsewhere in Minnesota.
Owing to the great and constant rush of emigration to Minnesota with St. l’aul ft the centre ot the
Kailroad and Commercial System of tie- North
West, real estate in this vicinity is rapidly rising hi
value, otiering splendid inducements for the investment of capital.
Money freely commands high interest, with Jirst-class security on real estate mortFurther information given without charge,
gages.
to all desiring it.
l’ost Office address, til7 1-- Third Street, Saint
Paul, Minnesota.
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Dr, K. 11. Clarke’s Vico eta isle Sherry Wink
Bitters are a certain cure for Female Sickness, by
taking a wine-glass half full before getting out of
bed in the morning. Delicate Ladies will find it of
great service by using it three or lour times a day.
Persons addicted to too much drinking c:.n cure the
unfortunate habit or disease, by taking these Bitters
in small doses, several times a "day. Sold by all dealers in medicines.
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which they will timl
Mndieott St*. Koston,
arranged for their special accommodation.
DK DUX having devoted over twenty year to
this partienlar branch of the treatment ol all diconceded by all.
ea-cs peculiar to females, is now
.’both in this country and Kurope, that he ex.-.ds
all other known praetioioners in the ale,-p. -d >
and Ifi ctlial treatment of all female complaint-.
ur
11 is medicines are prepared with the expr.
po.-e ot removing all di-a-a-. s, such as dchiiiiy,
weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement "!
the womb, al.-o discharges which Ilow uom a m rl.id state of the blood. The Doctor i- now tally
prej ared to treat in his peculiar style, hoth medically and surgically, all disease-of the f inale -ex,
and they are respectfully invited t>« all at

A

■■

■

The celebrated Dll. U.
rpn Till-: I.ADIKS.
1 particularly invito-all Undies who need a

apparatus
any time

tic Cured.

can

CONVINCES !

Volatile Solution of Tar
in

HYPOPHOSPHITES

F.Sewing

Including Scrofula and F.ruptions of the skin, Dyspepsia, Diseases of the Liver and Kidneys, Hour:
Disease, and (iencral Debility.

Machines

">

OI!l;lM.

<

ith
the strictest secrecy and conlidomv, whatever may
be the disease,condition or -itu.ition <d any «in.
married or single.
Medicines sent by .Mail and I'.xpres.- to.ill part .d
the United States.
All letter- requiring advice mu ', contain urn- dollar to insure an answer.
Address Du. U. 1M\, No. I Mndieott Str.-i t, boston, Mass.
Koston, dan. 1, 1S71 -1 yr.
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of one of them, No.
on to the main line.
Another train soon arrived and a few minutes after eight, train No. 20, which had
passed at Colborne by the express No. 11
‘•ante
whirling along front that station at
the rate <>1 bO miles an hour. It is
presumed that owing to the
log, the driver
did not see the signal, but, whether or
rio,
it was an inlringment of the
company's
rules to run tip to a station at such a
rate.
Mr. Allen, the operator at the star
lion, at once saw and comprehended the
danger. If No. 20 was allowed to dash
along the main line, she would annihilate the express which, from the block on
the main line by the ears of No. lb, had
do chance of running forward and thereby diminishing the force of the collision.
To avoid what would
inevitably have
made a perfect shambles of the
express,
Mr. Allen, with commendable
presence of
mind, rushed to the switeli and, preferring the least of two slaughters, turned
No. 20 into the siding. The
engineer and
fireman. with the conductor, who was on
t he engine, made herculean efforts to ilieck
the speed, hut it was all too late, No. 20
dashed with terrible iorce
against the engine of No. 1), the engine of the former
mounting the latter, and a fearful scene
ensued. Several ears of both trains were
thrown down the bank, even No. lb
quivered the whole
length ol her fourteen cars,
and Uougald
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